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ABSTRACT
The Bodner-Partom model of nonlinear time-dependent material 
behavior was incorporated into a finite element code to predict the 
strain response at the notch root of an Inconel 718 specimen subjected 
to cyclic tension-compression at 649°C.
A numerical minimization technique was developed to establish the 
parameters in the Bodner-Partom model. This technique was applied to 
creep and stress strain data obtained from button-head test specimens 
tested at 649°C. These parameters were found to be in general close 
agreement with those obtained by other investigators.
The test specimen for the experimental phase of this research was 
double notched with an elastic stress concentration factor of 1.94. It 
was subjected to cyclic plastic loads at 649°C which were large enough 
to generate plastic deformation at the notch root on the tensile portion 
of the cycle. This behavior was then predicted by incorporating the 
Bodner-Partom model into a finite element code. The predicted strain 
response and the experimentally measured (using a laser-based technique) 
strain response agreed reasonably well.
xii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the design, fabrication and service operation of structures, the 
engineering purpose is to produce a structure that will perform the 
operating function efficiently, economically and safely. To achieve 
these objectives, engineers make predictions of service loads, the 
resulting stresses, and the loads that will cause failure of the struc­
ture. Potential modes of structure failure include: general yielding,
buckling or structural instability (either elastic or plastic) and 
finally fracture (including fatigue).
In low-cycle-fatigue limited jet engine disk components, which 
operate under high temperatures, severe stresses and hostile environ­
mental conditions, local stress raisers such as notches, cracks and 
fillet radii, are life-limiting areas. The material at these areas does 
not need to contain a pre-existing defect to experience a fatigue crack­
ing problem. Because of the high stress concentration of the life- 
limiting areas, the material will undergo plastic deformations where the 
stress-strain response is nonlinear. When the level of cyclic plastic 
deformation is consistently high, a crack will initiate and subsequently 
grow under the influence of this deformation. Also, due to the high 
temperature environment for the engine disk, the material under load 
will undergo creep deformations, where the stress-strain response is 
time dependent. Changing the ductility of the material, the temperature
1
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2and the environment may reduce the ability of the material to strain 
prior to fracture.
The primary objectives in the present research are to develop a 
numerical simulation technique for determining the Bodner model param­
eters using tensile and creep data and to use the Bodner model in a 
two-dimensional elastic-plastic finite element model of a double-notched 
specimen. The predicted elastic-plastic cyclic behavior of the specimen 
is compared with experimental cyclic data generated for that purpose.
A high temperature super alloy which is developed for such applica­
tion as a turbine disk in a jet engine (nickel base alloy Inconel 718) 
is employed in this study.
Chapter II provides an overview of fatigue, creep, constitutive 
model and the finite element technique. This is followed by a litera­
ture survey of the recent studies on the nonlinear time-dependent con­
stitutive theories and the use of the finite element method for the 
stress analysis of cracked and notched specimens.
In Chapter III, the Bodner-Partom flow law is used as the visco­
plastic time dependent material model for this study. A minimization 
technique, coupled with the numerical integration of the constitutive 
equation through time using the Runge-Kutta (fourth order) method was 
employed to determine the material constants for this model to the best 
curve fitting with experimental stress-strain and creep data. The 
validity of this numerical determination of the material constants was 
verified through a comparison with published results; then it was em­
ployed to determine the material constants in Inconel 718 at 1200°F.
In Chapter IV, the formulation of the developed finite element code 
is given. The equilibrium equation for the elastic code was derived
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3from the minimization of the potential energy. As to the elastic- 
plastic code, the residual force method in a form equivalent to the 
initial strain method was used to solve the displacement elastic-plastic 
problem.
In Chapter V, the validity of the linear elastic finite element 
code was verified through the determination of the theoretical elastic 
stress concentration factor (Kt). The comparison with the published 
results shows good agreement. As to the elastic-plastic finite element 
code, it was employed to study the local stress and strain field in a 
double-notched specimen under cyclic loads at 1200°F (649°C). The 
finite element i jults compared with the measured stress-strain 
behavior, using the laser-based technique (ISDG) developed by W. N.
Sharpe[1], for two load spectra at the same temperature shows good 
correlation.
Based upon the numerical results in this study and the comparison 
with the experimental and published ones, the conclusions and recommen­
dations are given in Chapter VI.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
2.1. Overview of Fatigue
When a metal is subjected to an alternating or fluctuating stress, 
it is liable to develop cracks that gradually propagate through the 
material. The resulting fracture is called "Fatigue Failure". Because 
of the effect of geometry changes, which act as stress and strain con­
centrations, fatigue failure nearly always initiates at a geometric 
discontinuity. Associated with every notch is a theoretical elastic 
stress concentration factor (K^) which is dependent on only geometry and 
loading mode.
Kt = W S (2-1)
where, a = maximum actual or local stress at the stress concentra- max
tion.
S = Nominal net stress on a notched member.
In fatigue, notches may be less damaging than predicted by Kt , there­
fore, a fatigue notch factor (K^) is often employed and is determined by 
taking the ratio of unnotched fatigue strength to notched fatigue 
strength at a given life level.
^f - aunnotched^anotched ^  ^
Often, a notch sensitivity index is defined as:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5q = (Kf - l)/(Kt - 1) (2-3)
where the value of "q" varies from zero (no notch effect) to one (full 
theoretical effect), and is dependent on the material and the radius of 
the notch root.
In the low and intermediate life region, when yielding can occur at 
a notch, it must be looked upon as a strain concentration as well as a 
stress concentration. By definition we can write:
where O = Actual or local stress at the stress concentration
£ = Actual or local strain at the stress concentration 
e = Nominal strain 
AS,Acr,Ae,A£ = Peak to peak change in the above quantities during one 
half cycle.
Before yielding, K and K are equal, but after yielding, K increases u & &
while decreases, which means that the material near the notch went 
into the plastic region. Thus, to handle this plasticity problem, 
Neuber's [2] rule is employed, where the theoretical stress-concen­
tration factor, Kj., is equated to the geometric mean of the stress 
concentration factor, K , and strain concentration factor, K , or:
{J £
(2-6)
combining equations (2-4); (2-5) and (2-6):
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Kt = (2-7)
In case of fatigue stress, is often substituted for Kt , so that:
Kf = ( ^ | ) % (2-«
or
Kf(ASAe)^ = (AoAe)^ (2-9)
Illustrated schematically, the quantities of interest are shown in 
Figure 2-1.
2.2. Overview of Creep
Some materials flow plastically with time under a sustained load, a 
phenomenon called creep. In creep, strain increases while stress re­
mains constant. With a lapse of time, this can cause large deformations 
that cannot be tolerated. Figure 2-2 is an idealized creep curve that 
shows to the transient phase (from t = 0 to t = tj) in which the 
strain rate e decreases with time the steady-state phase (from t = t^ 
to t = , and tertiary phase (from t  = to t = t^) which is
terminated at t = t^ by failure. In general, the transient creep period 
is short, the duration of the steady-state phase is comparatively long 
but dependent on the magnitude of the applied load; and the tertiary 
phase is very brief. It has been found that the creep curve for a 
number of materials can be expressed by a relationship of the form (3],
e = A + Bt + C (t) (2-10)
where, A is the elastic strain at t = 0, Bt is the steady-state creep, 
and C (t) is the transient or primary creep. A term for tertiary creep
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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9is not included because laboratory studies indicate its duration is 
usually so short that once it is initiated, failure cannot be arrested.
The creep rate, e, is dependent on the magnitude of the applied stress.
It has been found experimentally that at a given time, t, usually in the 
steady state phase, the creep rate £ may be expressed by [3],
e = Do11 (2-11)
or £ = DtCTn (2-12)
where, £ is the creep strain rate, o is the uniaxial stress, and D and n 
are empirical constants. However, the dependence of the creep rate on 
stress is complex and equation 2-11 may not be valid for all ranges of 
strain or for creep occuring in the steady-state phase. Also, the creep 
rate strongly depends on the temperature to the extent that in high 
temperature cases it will be a factor in design considerations.
2.3. Overview of Constitutive Models
Because of the high stress and the high temperature environment for 
the low-cycle fatigue limited jet engine disk component, there is an 
essential need for accurate constitutive models capable of predicting 
the material response under complicated load histories where rate- 
dependent "creep" and rate-independent "plasticity" effects are united. 
Three of these constitutive models are: the Bodner-Partom flow law; the
Malvern flow law, and Norton's creep law. Each of these models consists 
of a set of coupled, first order, nonlinear differential equations. One
• p
of these differential equations relates the plastic strain rate £ to 
the stress and a number of internal state variables, while the others 
relate the plastic strain history to the growth of the internal state
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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variables. In general, assuming small strain, the total strain rate £t 
is a superposition of the elastic strain rate se and the plastic strain
*P
rate Zr components.
i l  = i e+ ?  (2-13)
where
re = f (2-14)
where, E = Young's modulus of elasticity.
The ep , assuming incompressibility and isotropy, is assumed to follow 
the Prandtl-Reuss flow law of classical plasticity:
£?. = \S. . (2-15)
ij iJ
• p
where, £ ^  = the plastic strain rate.
\  = a scalar that reflects the viscosity of the material
S.. = the deviatoric stress, which is left over after the 
ij
hydrostatic average stress has been subtracted from the 
actual stress at a point.
In Malvern's [4] flow law, \  has the form of:
3v CT
K = s-* [— 5--- 1] If o > o(ep)
e o(£P) e
or (2-16)
X = 0 If 0 ^ct(£P)e e
where is a fluidity constant, ae is the effective stress, ff(eP) is
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the strain hardening yield stress and is the effective plastic
strain, defined incrementally as de^ = % de?..
e 3 xj
In Norton's [4] creep law, A. has the form:
(2-17)
where, Vc and P are constants determined from uniaxial creep test re­
sults .
Finally in Bodner's [5] flow law, squaring equation (2-15) gives
The Bodner model was selected to be employed in this study, and it will 
be discussed in detail in chapter III.
2.4. Overview of Finite Element Techniques
The finite element method has proved to be a very useful tool and 
the most widely used method in industry for solution of complex stress 
analysis problems. The finite element process is a method of approxi­
mation to continuous problems in which the continuum is divided to a 
finite number of parts (elements). The behavior of these elements is 
specified by a finite number of parameters, and the solution of the 
complete system as an assembly of its elements follows precisely the 
same rules as those applicable to standard discrete problems. In many 
phases of engineering where the solution of stress and strain distribu-
(2-18)
p
where, D£ is the second invariant of the plastic strain rate and ^  is 
the second invariant of the stress deviator.
or \  = [D ^/J2]‘s (2-19)
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tions in elastic continua is required, the approximation [6] can be made 
in the following manner:
(1) The continuum is separated by imaginary lines or a surface into 
a number of "finite elements". (2) The elements are assumed to be 
interconnected at a discrete number of nodal points which will be
the basic unknown parameters of the problem. (3) A set of func­
tions is chosen to define uniquely the state of displacement within 
each "finite element" in terms of its nodal displacements. (4) The 
displacement functions now define uniquely the state of strain 
within an element in terms of the nodal displacements. These 
strains together with any initial strains and the constitutive 
properties of the material will define the state of stress through­
out the element and also on its boundaries. (5) A system of forces 
concentrated at the nodes and equilibrating the boundary stress and 
any distributed loads is determined, resulting in a stiffness
relationship of the form of
{q} = [K]{U}+{fb}+{f£ } (2-20)
o
where, {q} are the forces acting on all the nodes within an ele­
ment, {U} is the corresponding nodal displacements, [K] is the 
element stiffness matrix which will always be a square matrix, {f^} 
are the nodal forces required to balance any distributed loads 
acting on the element, and {f£o} are the nodal forces required to 
balance any initial strains such as may be caused by temperature 
change if the nodes are not subject to any displacement.
Difficulties with the finite element method are: (a) It is not
always easy to ensure that the chosen displacement function will satisfy
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the requirement of displacement continuity between adjacent elements.
Thus, the compatibility condition on such a line may be violated (though 
within each element it is satisfied due to uniqueness of displacement 
implied in their continuous representation), (b) By concentrating the 
equivalent forces at the nodes, equilibrium conditions are satisfied in 
the overall sense only. Local violation of equilibruim conditions 
within each element and on its boundaries will usually arise. The 
choice of element shape and the form of the displacement function for 
specific cases will very much affect the degrees of approximation.
In solid mechanics there are many situations in which such phenom­
ena as plasticity, creep, or other complex constitutive relations super­
sede the simple linear elasticity assumptions. However, while in linear 
problems the solution is always unique because the material properties 
are constant, this no longer is the case in many nonlinear problems 
since the coefficients in the stiffness matrix vary as a function of 
loading. Therefore, there are two methods to find the displacement in a 
non-linear problem:
(1) The residual force method, where one applies a small load 
increment followed by adjustment of the stiffness matrix 
coefficients.
(2) The plastic load vector method, in which one adds on a so- 
called plastic load vector to the force side of the equilib­
rium equation.
In chapter IV, the finite element analysis will be discussed in 
more details.
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2.5. Literature Survey
In this section, the recent studies on the non-linear time-dependent 
material constitutive models will be briefly reviewed, as well as the 
recent studies on the use of the finite element method for the stress 
analysis of cracked and notched plates where nonlinear time-independent 
and non-linear time-dependent material constitutive models are employed.
A. Material Constitutive Models
Bodner [5] utilized the constitutive equations of Bodner and Partom
t
to represent the inelastic behavior of Rene 95 over a wide range of 
uniaxial loading conditions. In that study, a physical interpretation 
of the parameters in the constitutive equations was given. The deter­
mination of the material constants was based on experimental data for
t
Rene 95 at 1200°F. The comparison between the experimental and the cal­
culated curves as a measure of the curve fitting capability of the equa­
tions showed reasonable agreement. As to the stress-strain curves, time 
effects become more pronounced at lower rates due to the influence of 
the hardness recovery. Concerning creep curves, since the initial 
starting points correspond to the knee region of the stress-strain curve 
(because of the iess precise fitting), the largest difference between 
the experimental and the calculated results occurs at the stress level 
corresponding to the upper transition knee of the curve.
Stouffer, Papernik and Bernstein [7] experimentally evaluated the
f
mechanical behavior of Rene 95. Through their experimental program they 
concluded that the effect of the changing of strain-rate on the engi­
neering stress-strain response at rates above 5%/min is insignificant.
Also the minimum creep-rate in tension is about one decade faster than 
the corresponding one in compression.
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Stouffer [8], in his study titled "A Constitutive Representation 
for IN100", used the state variable constitutive equations of Bodner and 
Partom to calculate the mechanical response of IN100 at 1350°F. He 
demonstrated that the coefficients in constitutive equations for the 
state variable can be determined from a systematic analysis of tensile 
and creep data. In general, he concluded that the calculated response 
reasonably agreed with the experimental results. Also the strain-rate 
sensitivity in the tensile tests, low stress or short time creep re­
sponse, and amount of stress relaxation up to 500 minutes were reason­
ably predicted. But the long time stress relaxation response and the 
tensile, tertiary creep response was not reasonably predicted.
Hinnerichs [4] estimated the material constants for IN100 from only 
three experiments: one stress-strain test data at a specific value of
the strain rate and two creep test data at two different stress levels. 
Using Bodner-Partom constitutive equations, the viscoplastic material 
constants in these equations were broken into "short time response" and 
"creep" groupings for determination. Based on one stress-strain test 
data at a specific value of the strain rate, the short time response 
constants were determined. Also, based on data from at least two creep 
tests at two different stress levels, the creep constants were deter­
mined.
In her study, Milly [9], represented the experimental data for 
Inconel 718 at 1200°F, from which the material constants were determined 
by the method given by Stouffer [8]. The Bodner constitutive equations 
were then applied. Milly compared the theory and the experimental data. 
She concluded that the overall behavior is very good. Concerning 
Stouffer's method of determining the material constants, although it is
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consistent, the constants are not suitable to fit the experimental data.
As to the Bodner theory, Milly reported that it does not model the 
softening behavior at large strains.
B. The Finite Element Study
For high temperature creep and fatigue, several researchers have 
recently considered the use of finite element methods to study the 
threshold fatigue and creep crack growth at high temperatures, and many 
reports have been published on this subject [10-14]. The review here 
will be restricted to the central cracked and double edge notched speci­
mens in both elastic and plastic conditions.
Concerning the crack growth from the initial notch in 304 stainless 
steel, Yokobori, Sakata and Yokobori, Jr., [13] continuously observed 
the geometrical change of the notch shape from the instant of load 
application under high temperature. They also used the finite element 
method to calculate the effective crack length (taking into account the 
effect of the initial notch instead of the equivalent crack length) for 
the accurate estimation of local stress distribution near the tip of the 
crack initiated from the initial notch root. They found that the geo­
metrical change of the notch shape is nearly completed by the time when 
the crack initiates at the notch root, and that the shape at the instant 
of the crack initiation is almost independent of the experimental con­
ditions such as temperature, gross section stress and holding time.
Newman, [16] used an elastic-plastic finite element analysis in 
conjunction with a crack-growth criterion based on crack-tip strain 
(whenever the crack-tip strain is equal to or greater than the critical 
strain, the crack will grow) to study crack growth behavior under mono­
tonic and cyclic loading. He found that the finite-element analysis
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predicted three stages of crack growth behavior (no crack growth, stable 
crack growth and instable crack growth). Also the growth was found to 
be dependent upon the mesh size, the material strain hardening, the 
critical strain and the specimen type. As to crack growth under cyclic 
loading, the crack-closure effect was accounted for in the analysis.
Varanasi [17] developed a two-dimensional finite element analysis 
to model the slow crack growth prior to instability under rising loads, 
where the plastic region behind the advancing crack tip is unloaded 
while the region ahead of the crack tip is being loaded. The crack- 
growth criterion was based on local failure (whenever the maximum prin­
ciple stress at the crack tip node is equal to or greater than the 
ultimate stress, the crack will grow). He concluded that the results of 
his study compare reasonably well with test results.
Newman, [18] investigated crack extension and crack closure in a 
center-crack panel under cyclic loading. In his study, he developed a 
two-dimensional finite-element program, which accounts for both elastic- 
plastic material behavior and changing boundary conditions associated 
with crack extension and intermittent contact of the crack surfaces 
under cyclic loading. To model the crack tip region, three different 
mesh sizes were used to show how the element-mesh size in the crack-tip 
region influences the calculated crack closure and crack opening stress­
es.
Ahmad [19] in his report, provides a user's guide for a special 
purpose finite element code developed primarily for two-dimensional 
linear elastic analysis of test specimens. It includes some supporting 
programs, such as mesh generating and mesh plotting for commonly used 
test specimens.
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Domas, Sharpe, Ward and Yau [20] in the analytical task of their 
study for the ’’Benchmark Notch Test for Life Prediction", used the 
finite element method for good estimation of the elastic stress concen­
trating factor (Kt). One two-dimensional and two three-dimensional 
models were employed. The two-dimensional model was for the elastic 
analysis, but as to the two three-dimensional models, an eight-noded 
isoparametric brick element in elastic-plastic-creep code was used.
From calculated stresses and strains at element centroids (computer out­
put), an acceptable value of (K^) was determined. Concerning the finite 
element solution using the cyclic stress strain curve, for a better cor­
relation, they suggested that the material properties of the finite 
element model should be properly chosen for selected areas.
Hinnerichs [4] analyzed the creep crack growth in a nickel alloy at 
elevated temperatures through a simultaneous use of creep crack growth 
test displacement data from center cracked plate specimens of IN-100 at 
1350°F and a theoretical two-dimensional (plane stress-plane strain) 
finite element program which acounts for both nonlinear viscoplastic 
material behavior and changing boundary conditions due to crack growth. 
Also, he investigated several crack growth rate criteria, one of which 
is the stress intensity factor that showed good agreement with the 
published results, but some other criteria such as C* integral and load 
point displacement rate which are closely related theoretically did not 
provide a unique solution for the crack growth rate.
2.6. Objectives
Even though during the last few years many reports have been pub­
lished on the subject of constitutive theory of nonlinear materials, 
unfortunately, no numerical simulation results are available for com-
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parison with the experimental and analytical results. Therefore, a 
numerical simulation consideration of nonlinear time-dependent material, 
where the material constants are numerically calculated using a curve 
fitting technique, is needed for complete comparison and to establish a 
good evaluation for the material variables of Inconel 718 during high 
temperature fatigue and creep. Also, for good correlation with ex­
perimental and published results on the Benchmark notched specimens, a 
theoretical model of the test specimen, which accounts for the cyclic 
behavior, is needed to give a good study for the local plastic stress 
and strain field.
Therefore, a stress analysis model that includes the significant 
geometrical variables was selected for this study. Other variables such 
as temperature, environment and number of repeated load cycles can be 
investigated in terms of their influence on the parameters that emerge 
from the stress analysis at the life limiting areas such as crack tip, 
notches, fillet radii, etc.
Two main factors have been considered during the course of this 
study:
(1) The nonlinear time-dependent material behavior of the labora­
tory specimens (because of the large stress concentration at 
the life limiting areas).
(2) The fact that the finite element method (FEM) is currently the 
most widely used method in the industry for solution of com­
plex stress analysis problems.
The objectives of this research, in this light, are:
1. To develop a numerical simulation technique for determining 
the nonlinear time-dependent material variables using the
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Bodner constitutive model coupled with tensile and creep data 
generated at one stage of the experimental task of this study 
for that purpose.
2. To develop a constant-strain-triangle, two-dimensional,
elastic-plastic finite element model of the double-notched 
specimen in which the Bodner model is incorporated. This 
finite element code accounts for elastic and elastic-plastic 
cyclic behavior of the material to compare with experimental 
cyclic data (for two load spectra) generated at one stage of 
the experimental task of this study for that purpose.
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CHAPTER III
NUMERICAL REPRESENTATION OF TIME DEPENDENT MATERIAL MODEL
The design and analysis of structural components which operate at 
elevated temperature levels and severe stresses, such as a low-cycle 
fatigue-limited jet engine disk, require an accurate prediction of the 
nonlinear stress-strain response encountered during the cyclic loading 
conditions. Nonlinear analysis of such components are normally carried 
out in a finite element code which makes use of constitutive theories in 
which the material response is separated into the two important groups of 
phenomena known as rate-dependent "creep" and rate-independent "plas­
ticity". A number of viscoplastic constitutive theories in which 
"creep" and "plasticity" effects are combined into a unified plastic 
strain model have recently been proposed and are still undergoing active 
development. One of these theories is the constitutive theory of Bodner 
and Partom, or, simply, Bodner Model.
In this chapter, we will consider the constitutive equations of 
Bodner-Partom to represent the time-dependent inelastic properties of 
Inconel 718 at 1200°F (649°C) over a wide range of loading conditions.
3.1. The Constitutive Theory of Bodner and Partom
Assuming small strains, the constitutive theory of Bodner and 
Partom [5] is based on the assumption that the total strain rate et(t)
21
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is separated into elastic (reversible), ee(t), and plastic (irreversi­
ble), ep (t), components, which are both non-zero for all loading/ 
unloading conditions.
^(t) = e8(t) + eP (t) (2-13)
ee (t) = a(t)/E (2-14)
• p
As to the plastic strain rate, e (t), the specific representation used 
by Bodner and Partom is given by
— ‘ • n rnrn r1 * /Z(t)\ . /■Ti + 1^1 / o -i \
8 (t) " V3 |HTtT| D o exp 2 (5Tt))
where; a(t) = The current value of the stress.
Dq = Constant, represents the limiting value of the plastic
4 -1strain rate in shear. Generally it is taken at 10 sec
except for conditions of very high rates of straining, 
n = Material Constant, it is related to the viscosity of the 
dislocation motion. It controls the strain rate sensi­
tivity.
Z(t) = the plastic state variable measure of the overall resis­
tance to plastic flow.
The evolution equation, i.e. history dependence, of the plastic state 
variable is generally sought in the form of a differential equation for 
the hardening rate, Z, that depends on stress, temperature and hardness, 
Z. A more specific representation is based on the concept that only the 
plastic rate of working, W'P , and current hardness, Z, control the rate 
of hardening. The complete expression for, Z, can be written as [5],
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Z = Zj - (Zj - Zo) exp(-mWP)
or (3-2)
(Zj -Z) = (Zj - Zo) expC-mwP)
where, m = material constant that controls the rate of work 
hardening.
Zj = the saturation value of Z for large WP , i.e., it is the 
maximum value of Z which is taken to be constant.
Zq = the initial value of Z, corresponding to the reference 
slate from which Wp is measured with the limits
(0 ^ ZQ ^ zp.
and
«p ■ ♦ s o-3)
or
uP = a£p + ___^
W a£ m(Zj - Z) U  ^
where,
2rec = '“ I 21 '3-5)
Therefore, the complete expression for, Z, can be written as
Z - Z . r
Z = m(Z. - Z)WP - AZ. (--■=— — ) (3-6)1 1 Zj
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where, A = the coefficient controlling the rate of hardening recov­
ery
r = the exponent controlling the rate of hardening recovery 
= a state variable corresponding to the complete non-work 
hardened condition. It is a function of the temperature.
In equation 3-6, the second term corresponding to hardening recovery is 
negligible during rapid load histories. Therefore, for long time re­
sponse, such as creep, the second term in equation 3-6 is necessary, but 
during a tensile test that is fast compared a to creep test, 
equation 3-6 reduces to the first term only, i.e., for a tensile test 
equation 3-6 becomes
Z = m'Z^ - Z)WP (3-7)
• p
where, in this case, Vr is determined by
= aep (3-8)
Since test data can be resolved into the forms, O and £P , equation 3-1
*P
is solved for Z which then is a function of o and as follows
z = CTlr £ " T ln(^= ?*)]s  (3-9)
In order to determine the viscoplastic material constants in these 
constitutive equations, the constants can be broken into two groups,
"Creep response" and "short time response". The short time response 
constants are Do, n, m, Zq , Zj and they are determined based on stress- 
strain test data. The creep response constants are Z^, r, A, and they
are determined based on data from at least two creep tests at two dif-
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ferent stress levels. Step-by-step theoretical evaluation of the mate­
rial parameters was developed by Bodner [5], for Rene 95, and by 
Stouffer [8], for In 100. Also, Stouffer and Bodner [21], studied the 
relationship between theory and experiment for the state variable con­
stitutive equation. Therefore, for a complete study of the constitutive 
equations, a numerical evaluation of the material parameters is needed.
3.2 Numerical Evaluation of the Material Parameters
In this section, a numerical study of nonlinear time dependent 
material will be considered, where the material variables are 
numerically calculated using a curve fitting technique.
In general the Bodner material parameters are dependent on tempera­
ture, but by performing the material characterization tests (stress- 
strain and creep) at the same temperature that the Bodner model will be 
applied, the temperature dependence is suppressed.
To determine the Bodner variables (n, ZQ, Zj, m, A, r, Z^ and Do) 
numerically, we will consider the actual and the theoretical evaluation 
of the plastic strain rate. For the actual evaluation of ep (t), the 
total strain rate is the sum of elastic and plastic strain rates
e^t) = ee(t) + ep (t) (2-13)
where
ee(t) = a(t)/E (2-14)
Therefore, we can rewrite equation 2-13 in the form
ep(t) = e V )  - a(t)/E (3-10)
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£^(t) = = the slope of (e - t) curve
and
* do
tJ(t) = ^  = the slope of (a - t) curve
then, equation 3-10 becomes
ep (t) = (det(t)/dt) - (do(t)/dt)/E (3-11)
Having the experimental data for the stresses, strain and time, the 
actual value of et is evaluated:
£t(t) = £*(0) + /  eP (t)dt +
o
= fActual(t) <3‘12>
As to the theoretical evaluation of eP , we have
£P (t) = AS (2-15)
where, S is the deviatoric stresses, which are the stresses left over
after the hydrostatic average stresses has been subtracted from the 
actual stresses at a point, and depends only on time.
A = X(X)
where (3-13)
<X> = <n, Zq , Zj, m, A, r, Z^, Do>
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therefore, equation 2-15 becomes 
ep (t) = A(X)S(t)
and (3.14)
et(t) = e^o) + ep (t)dt + 9|t)
= theoretical(t,X) (3-15)
Now, let
« * Zdata"tt)(fth - fact)2 <3'156
or
« = fd.t.w(t>(£th * fact)2'dt <3'I7>
where, w(t) is a positive weight function with the value of one for 
equal importance, ( f ^  “ ^act) the error. Q was minimized in a 
computerized numerical scheme by varying values of the material coeffi­
cients. In this computer program, the Runge Kutta (fourth order) algo­
rithm was employed for the numerical time integration of the Bodner 
equations in the following order:
ep = AS
Z = Z1-(Z1 - ZQ) exp[-MWP ]
2
tvP . y\2 t f Z vii.n + 1\\
2 * 0 eltPl(-33^) ( - ; - > ]
£p = IDpJ2]%.S (3-18)
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Zrec = -A( - ~ —  )rZl
wP ■ °-i£P + J isrifSji^
Using Powell’s [22] iteration algorithm coupled with the least square 
method, the specific material variables for the Bodner model were then 
determined to best fit the tensile and creep data.
3.3. Comparison of the numerical model versus published data
The numerical results for this study are given in computer printout 
and graphs. To evaluate these numerical results, a comparison of the 
model versus full set of data for IN100 from Stouffer's study [8], with 
his analytical results and limited set of data for Inconel 718 from 
Millys study [9], with her analytical results, has been made. Then, 
Coupling the model with the data for Inconel 718 at 1200°F from the 
experimental task of this study, the material variables for the model 
were numerically determined to best fit to the experimental data.
Table 3-1 shows the value of the material variables of IN100 at 
1350°F determined from the full data set which were the assumed values 
for the numerical evaluation. The table also shows the numerical re­
sults and the value of Q for the same material.
The numerical calculations were done for two sets of tensile data
_  o
at steady strin rates 1.42 * 10 and 6.67 * 10 sec , and two sets of
creep data at constant stress levels 120 and 72 Ksi.
The numerical, analytical and experimental tensile response is
shown in figures 3-1 and 3-2. It can be seen that the agreement is very
-3 -1well with very good curve fitting at the higher rate 1.42 * 10 sec
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TABLE (3.1) ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL VARIABLES FOR IN100
(AT 1350°F)
MATERIAL
VARIABLE
UNITS
Analytical Values 
From Stouffer's Study 
(the starting values 
for the model)
Numerical Values from 
the Model with,
Q = 1.0373*10
n
<
0.7 0.707
Z0 psi 9.15*105 9.14*105
Z1 psi 10.15*105 10.03*105
m .-1psx 2.57*10-3 1.21*10~3
A -1sec 1.90*10"3 1.86*10“3
R 2.66 2.60
Z.
X
psi 6*105 5.83*105
D0
-1
sec 104 8.48*103
E psi 21.3*106 24.5*106
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Figure 3-1. Tensile Response of IN100 at 1350°F, strain 
rate = 1.42*10“^ sec- -^
Triangles are the Data, Diamonds are the 
Model and Circles are Stouffer's.
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Figure 3-2, Tensile Response of IN100 at 1350 F, strain 
rate = 6.6*10"° sec”l
Triangles are the Data, Diamonds are the 
Model and Circles are Stouffer's.
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but the analytical and the model (up to the knee of the curve) are 
slightly high for the lower rate 6.67*10-^ sec-1. This is due to the 
fact that, at high rates, the steady state values of Z are equal to the 
saturation value of Z, Z y  since thermal recovery effects are small, but 
these effects become noticeable at the lower rates for which the steady 
state Z is less than Z y
The numerical, analytical and experimental creep response is shown 
in figures 3-3 and 3-4 from which it can be seen that the numerical 
response compares very well and the curve fitting at both stress levels 
is very good. But since the model formulation does not include effects 
that would lead to tertiary creep, therefore, the tertiary creep is not 
indicated in the numerical results. As to the analytical results, at 
the lower value of the stress 72 ksi the agreement is good, however, at 
the higher value of the stress 120 ksi the shape of the experimental and 
analytical curves do not agree.
Table 3-2 shows the value of the material coefficients for Inconel
718 at 1200°F determined from limited data set which were again the
values for the numerical calculations. It is also shown in table 3-2 
the numerical results and the value of Q for the same material.
The numerical calculations were done for three tensile data set at
-3 -5 -7 -1
steady strain rate 10 , 8.3*10 and 8.3*10 sec and two creep data
at constant stress levels 125 and 110 ksi.
The numerical, analytical and experimental tensile response is
-3 -1shown in figures 3-5 through 3-7. At the rate 10 sec , the analyt­
ical agreement is better than the numerical agreement which is higher 
than the experimental data, while at the rate 8.3*10 ^ sec the numer-
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TABLE (3.2) ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL VARIABLES FOR INCONEL 718
(AT 1200°F)
MATERIAL
VARIABLE
UNITS
Analytical Values 
From Milly's Study 
(the starting values 
for the model)
Numerical Values from 
the Model with- 
Q = 4.3113*10
n 1.167 1.215
Z0 psi 4.537*10"* 4.836*105
Z1 psi 6*105 5.87*105
m .-1psi 1.674*10~4 2.57*10-4
A -1sec 1.i*io"4 2.848*10~4
R 2.857 4.73
Z.
X
psi 4*105 4.83*105
D0
-1sec 104 5.49*104
E psi 24*106 21*106
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ical agreement is better than the analytical agreement which is lower 
than the experimental data. At the rate 8.3*10  ^sec both agreements 
in the plastic region are not as good as the numerical agreement in the 
elastic region.
The numerical, analytical and experimental creep response is shown 
in figure 3-8 and 3-9. At the higher stress level 125 ksi the numerical 
agreement is good, but the shape of the analytical and experimental 
curves do not agree. However, at the lower stress level 110 ksi, both 
numerical and analytical responses do not agree with the experimental 
response.
This inconsistent behavior of both numerical and analytical re­
sponse could be attributed to the sensitivity of the Bodner constitutive 
model to the data and the starting values for the variables coupled with 
using a limited set of data.
3.4 Numerical Representation of Inconel 718 
by the Bodner Constitutive Model
3.4.1 The Experimental Data
At one stage in the experimental task of this study, a group of
tensile and creep tests were performed for Inconel 718 at 1200°F
(650°C). The Bodner model, coupled with this set of data, was employed
to determine the material variables of Inconel 718 to the best fitting
of the data.
To help eliminate inconsistencies in data, the same specimen geom­
etry was used for all tests. A drawing of the button-head specimen, 
used in this study, is presented in figure 3-10.
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Figure 3-8, Creep Response of Inconel 718 at 1200 F, stress 
125 ksi
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Figure 3-9. Creep Response of Inconel 718 at 1200°F, stress = 
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All experiments were performed in an electrohydraulic testing 
machine equipped with a special high-temperature furnace. Special 
attention was given to the alignment of the speciment to minimize the 
eccentricity of the load and to obtain a uniform temperature profile in 
the test section. The machine was run under strain control. The data 
(stress, strain, time) was obtained by using the Interferometric Strain/ 
Displacement Gage (ISDG) technique discussed in chapter V.
3.4.2 Numerical Evaluation Procedures
The numerical evaluations were done for five tensile tests at 
steady strain rates: e = 1.6*10~3 ; 6.75*10-5, l(f5 , 1.1*10"6 and
3.3*10  ^sec * and two creep data at constant stress levels: a = 125
and 110 ksi.
At the outset of this study we had to smooth the experimental data, 
and the numerical evaluations were done individually by employing the 
computer code for each set of data. Then, the numerical evaluations of 
the material variables were redone by running all the sets of data in 
unison. The result of this procedure revealed the best fit data and 
consequently the final numerical evaluations depended exclusively on the 
data with the best fitting.
To study the validity of Bodner model parameters, the above ex­
plained procedure was employed twice with two different starting (as­
sumed) values for the material parameters.
In the numerical evaluations, Young’s modulus of elasticity, E, was
included in the material variables. The idea behind setting, E, as one 
of the variables was based on the following points:
(i) in Stouffer's study [8] for IN100 at 1350°F, two different
values for "E" were observed for the limited data and the full
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data, hence it can be seen that the value of "E" is somewhat 
variable.
(ii) from equations 2-14 and 3-10, it can be recognized that the 
strain rate, £, depends on the value of "E".
However, the disadvantage of setting "E" as a variable in the numerical 
evaluations is increasing the number of search variables by one.
A computer program listing for the numerical evaluation of the 
Bodner parameters is presented in Appendix B. The program has been run 
on the IBM 3033 at Louisiana State University.
3.5 Discussion of the Results
The individual runs show that the agreement between the experimen­
tal data and the numerical model is quite accurate with a precise curve
fitting of each and every set of data with Q in the order of 10 As
_3
to the seven sets of data run in unison, two tensile data sets (1.6*10
and 6.75*10 ^ sec *) were not as good as the rest of the data and Q was
-4in the order of 6*10 . This result is due to the fact that in these
two tensile data sets the value of the modulus of elasticity, E, is too 
6 6
high (E = 31.18*10 and 29.91*10 psi respectively) as compared to the 
other data where 23*10^ ^ E ^ 25*10^. In other words, these two tensile 
data sets were then excluded and the numerical evaluations were applied 
only to the other five sets of data (2 creep tests at a  = 125 and 
100 ksi and 3 tensile tests at e = 10 1.1*10 ^ and 3.3*10 ^ sec *) as
a group.
Tables 3-3, 3-4 and 3-5 show the first and the second case of the 
assumed values with the numerically calculated (from the model) values
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 3-5. STARTING AND FINAL NUMERICAL VARIABLES FOR INCONEL 718 AT 1200°F
(GROUP RUNS)
Starting Values
Final Numerical Values 
(First Case)
Final Numerical Values 
(Second Case)
Material
Variable
First
Case
Second
Case
Set of 
Seven Data
Set of 
Five Data
Set of 
Seven Data
Set of 
Five Data
n 0.7112 0.7 0.7224 0.7162 0.7374 0.7336
zo 9.162*105 9.150*105 9.163*105 9.205*105 9.457*105 9.500*105
Z1 11.39*105 10.15*105 12.563*105 12.338*105 10.197*105 10.250*105
m 3.286*10-4 2.57*10_3 7.661*10-4 5.185*10-4 4.729*10~3 4.308*10-3
A 5.419*10_1 2.701*10-4 31.682*10-1 7.882*10-1 6.822*10"4 7.739*10"4
R 3.98 4.704 3.87 3.39 4.734 4.723
Z.
i
9.139*105 5.084*105 8.889*105 9.079*105 5.356*105 5.538*105
D
0
1.108*103 104 1.102*103 1.100*103 1.034*104 1.037*104
E 2.5*107 2.5*107 2.337*107 2.5*107 2.498*107 2.5*107
Q 5.609*10-4 2.56*10“4 5.92*10-4 2.206*10-4
--j
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TABLE 3-5 (continued)
Assumed Values
Numerical Values 
(First Case)
Numerical Values 
(Second Case)
Material
Variable
First
Case
Second
Case
Set of 
Seven Data
Set of 
Five Data
Set of 
Seven Data
Set of 
Five Data
Number
of
Iterations
- - 739 1103 703 1046
CPU Time 
(sec) - - 62.05 66.01 59.92 63.16
j>*
00
of the material variables for Inconel 718 at 1200°F determined to the 
best fitting of the data, individually, as a group of seven and as a 
group of five sets of data for each case.
The experimental and numerical response for the individual tests is 
shown in figures 3-11 through 3-17 for the first case and in 
figures 3-18 through 3-24 for the second case. The response for the 
seven tests in one group is shown in figures 3-25 through 3-31 for the 
first case and in figures 3-32 through 3-38 for the second case, where 
figures 3-39 through 3-43 and figures 3-44 through 3-48 show the 
response of the five tests as one group in the first and second cases.
From tables 3-3, 3-4 and 3-5 and figures 3-11 through 3-48 it can 
be seen that:
(1) For the individual runs, the curve fitting is extremely good 
with Q on the order of 10
(2) In some of these individual runs such as: a = 125 ksi and
-5 -1e = 10 sec in the first case and o = 125 ksi and 
-5 -1
e = 6.75*10 sec in the second case, the values of "Z " ando
"Zj" are equal and this pushes the definitions of these two 
parameters in which 0 £ Zq ^ Zj.
(3) For the group of the one set of seven data the value of Q was
-4on the order of 6*10 with good data agreement for the two
creep tests (a  = 125 and 110 ksi) and the three tensile tests
(e = 10 1.1*10 ^ and 3.3*10 ^ sec *), but the agreement in
the other two tensile tests (e = 1.6*10 ^ and 6.75*10 ** sec *) 
was poor because of the inconsistency of "E".
(4) Excluding the two tensile data with the poor agreement, 
slightly improved the value of Q which became in the order
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Figure 3-12. Creep Response of Inconel 718 at 1200 F, stress =
110 ksi, (Individual Run, 1st Case)
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3-14. Tensile Response of Inconel 718 at 1200°F, 
strain rate = 6.75*10"^ sec-1 (Individual 
Run, 1st Case)
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the Model.
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Figure 3-17. Tensile Response of Inconel 718 at 1200°F, 
strain rate = 3.3*10 sec"^- (Individual 
Run, 1st Case)
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are the Model.
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Figure 3-18. Creep Response for Inconel 718 at 1200°F, stress = 
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Figure 3-19. Creep Response of Inconel ’/IS at 1200°F, 
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Figure 3-22. Tensile Response of Inconel 718 at 1200°F, 
strain rate = 10“^ sec”! (Individual Run, 
2nd Case)
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Tensile Response of Inconel 718 at 1200°F, 
strain rate = 1.1*10“® sec-*- (Individual 
Run, 2nd Case)
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Figure 3-24 Tensile Response of Inconel 718 at 1200°F, 
strain rate = 3.3*10”' sec-*- (Individual 
Run, 2nd Case)
Triangles are the Data and Diamonds 
are the Model.
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Figure 3-25. Creep Response of Inconel 718 at 1200°F, stress = 
125, (7 sets of Data, 1st Case)
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Figure 3-26. Creep Response of Inconel 718 at 1200°F, (7 Sets of 
Dcitci 2st Ccisfi)
Triangles are the Data and Diamonds are the 
Model.
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Figure 3-39. Creep Response of Inconel 718 at 1200 F, stress = 
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Figure 3-44. Creep Response of Inconel 718 at 1200°F, stress = 
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-4
of 2*10 with slightly better curve fitting, meaning that 
these two tensile data sets have only a slight influence on 
the others.
(5) In both group runs concerning the seven and five sets of data,
-4inspite of the fact that Q has the same value of 6*10 for 
both the first and second cases, the calculated values of the 
parameters m, A, Zi and Dq are not the same. This difference 
causes some distinction between response agreement in the 
first and second cases specially in the creep response since 
Zi is a major creep parameter. However, this was not expected 
since the value of Q was almost the same.
(6) In the first and second cases of the individual runs, the 
difference between the value of the number of iterations as 
well as the central processing (CPU) time is pronounced.
However, that difference is small in the first and second 
cases of group runs.
3.6 Conclusions
From the general view of this chapter, we can make the following 
conclusions:
(1) A numerical evaluation of the material variables can be made 
by using Bodner constitutive theory through a numerical pre­
diction of the tensile and creep response with reasonable 
curve fitting to the experimental response.
(2) Bodner Constitutive theory is very sensitive to the varia­
bility of the experimental data. Since the stress, a, is the 
driving force in the constitutive model, a special attention 
should be given to the time data for a smooth (a-t) curve.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(3) As in Reference [8], Bodner constitutive theory may need fur­
ther work to decide on improvements which can be made to 
include effects that would lead to tertiary creep in the 
representations.
(4) From the fact that the calculated values for some of the 
variables are different for the same value of Q (and they 
should not be) and from the fact that for some runs "Zq " and 
"Zj" have the same value, (and they should not), it can be 
recognized that the material variables in Bodner's Consti­
tutive model are too many and not well defined. More specif­
ically, they are not universal.
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CHAPTER IV
ELASTIC AND ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS 
BY THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
4.1. Introduction
Not only is the finite element method a very useful tool, but it is 
also the most widely used in industry to obtain quantitative solutions 
of practical problems with complicated geometries and to verify approxi­
mate continuum analysis results numerically.
There are large number of finite elements in use today for both 
plane stress and plane strain analysis such as constant strain triangu­
lar elements, hybrid elements and higher order isoparametric elements. 
For linear elasticity, the mathematical development of these elements is 
simple. However, for nonlinear materials, both the higher order iso­
parametric and hybrid elements are no longer simple because the contin­
uous variation in stress and strain within each element must conform to 
the properties of the nonlinear material. As to the constant strain 
triangular elements, they have the advantages of being simple and 
economical, and since they give a single point representation of stress 
and strain, they can conform to the constitutive behavior of the non­
linear material. Therefore, constant strain triangular elements were 
selected to be employed in this study.
In the modeling of an elastic-plastic continuum which contains a 
crack (or notch), i.e. problems with singularities, the finite element 
approaches fall into two general classes. The first approach ignores 
the singular nature of the solution and uses the same element type
90
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incorporated in the model remote from the singularity source. This 
approach ensures that the finite element convergence criteria are 
satisfied but requires a very fine finite element grid near the source 
of singularity (e.g. the crack tip) to obtain good results. A dis­
advantage of this approach is that it is costly. The second approach is 
to use a special element that has appropriate functions to include the 
stress or strain singularity. This approach requires knowledge of the 
stress or strain singularity at the singular point. Further, this 
method has no provision for including material history dependence. For 
this reason and for the benefit of simplicity, the first approach was 
chosen to be applied in this study.
This chapter describes the development of a two dimensional plane 
stress/plane strain finite element model which is composed of constant 
strain triangular elements. The linear elastic code was used in the 
numerical determination of the elastic (Kfc) for benchmark notched speci­
men under constant tensile load. The nonlinear elastic-plastic-creep 
code was employed to study the local plastic stress and strain field in 
a benchmark notch specimen under various load spectrum.
4.2. Finite Element Formulation for
the Linear Elastic Analysis
The application of the finite element method to problems involving 
linearly elastic materials is straightforward because the material 
properties are constant and only one solution is required to obtain dis­
placements for the elastic structure. The numerical solution should 
converge to the exact solution as the size of the elements become small. 
To assure the convergence of the complete solution, the two conditions
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of displacement compatibility and equilibrium have to be satisfied. As 
to the displacement function, it must be chosen so that structure dis­
placements do not cause straining of the elements and a constant state 
of strain is obtained as the element size approaches zero. The simplest 
representation of the displacement which assures this convergence is the 
linear polynomial function. The polynomial function is simple for 
differentiation and integration and as the size of the element becomes 
small, the approximation to the exact solution is simple.
4.2.1 Displacement Functions
A typical finite element, e, is defined by nodes i, j, m, etc., and 
straight line boundaries. For the constant strain triangular elements 
(plane stress/plane strain), figure 4-1 shows the typical triangle 
element considered, e, with nodes i, j, m, numbered in an counter­
clockwise order. The displacements of a node have two components, [6],
u.
a. = { 1 } (4-1)x v .1
and the six components of element displacements are listed as a vector
a6 = { a! ) (4-2)
aJm
The displacements within an element have to be uniquely defined by these 
six values. The simplest representation is clearly given by two linear 
polynomials
u = Ofj + «2x + o^y
(4-3)
v = + a^x + a^y
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X.
Figure 4-1. An Element of a Continuum in Plane Stress 
or Plane Strain.
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The six constants a can be evaluated easily by solving the two sets of 
three simultaneous equations which will arise if the nodal co-ordinates 
are inserted and the displacements equated to the appropriate nodal 
displacements. Writing for example,
u. = a, + a_x. + a_y. 
1 1 2 i 3Ji
u. = a. + o_x. + a_v. j U1 2 j 3yj
(4-4)
or
u = a, + a0x + a0y m 1 2 m 3Jm
Iu.iu.
i U3
\ m
II
“ 1 
1
X. 1 X . yi ly .
1 X3m y3m_
!5
cti
(4-5)
we can easily solve for Oj, 02 and in terms of the nodal displace­
ments u., u. and u and obtain 
i  J "1
J 0
1°:
a . a . a — u.
b1 b3 bm <u1
i j m Jc . c . c UJX J m_ m
(4-6)
similarly
{O- i — 7TTa ,
1_
2A
” a . a . a “
r
V.
b1 b3 bm iV*
c1 c3 mc V3
_ i J m_ L m
(4-7)
Therefore;
u = xr-[(a. + b.x + c.y)u. + (a. + b.x + c.y)u. 
2A i i i j j j j
+ (a + b x + c y)u ] 
m m nr m
(4-8)
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and
v = TrrCa. + b.x + c.y)v. + (a. + b.x + c.y)v. 2A x x x v j j j*' j
+ (a + b x + c y)v m m nr m (4-9)
in which
a. = x.y - x y. x j m mJj
b. = y. “ y „ = y.X J jm
c. =  X - X. = x .
X m J mj
(4-10)
with the other coefficients obtained by a cyclic permutation of sub- 
cripts in the order, i, j, m, and where
2A = 2(area of triangle ijm)
1 x. y .
1 x* y*
1 xJ yJm ■'m
(4-11)
Equations 4-8 and 4-9 can be represent in the form
U = {U} = Nae = (IN., IN., IN ]ae (4-12)<v > 1 x* j ’ m J
with I a two by two identity matrix, and
N^ = shape function = (a^ + b^x + c^y)/2A etc. (4-13)
The chosen displacement function automatically guarantees continuity of 
displacements with adjacent elements because the displacements vary 
linearly along any side of the triangle and, with identical displacement
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imposed at the nodes, the same displacement will clearly exist all along 
an interface.
4.2.2 Element Strain (total)
The total strain at any point within the element can be defined by 
its three components which contribute to internal work. Thus
(4-14)
substituting equation 4-12 we have
e
3/3x, 0
0, 3/3y [IN., IN.., INJ
_3/3y, 3/3x_
(4-15)
or
(4-16)
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with a typical matrix B given by
. o [ '
3x k ,  o
o 9Ni _ 1 0 , c.  ’ 1’ ST 2A
3Ni , 3Ni C., b.i’ l
3y 3x
therefore
[B] = 2A
b. 0 b. 0 b 0
i J m
0 c. 0 c. 0 C1 J m
C. b. C. b. C bl l J J m m
(4-18)
It can seen that the B matrix is independent of the position within the 
element, and hence the strains are constant throughout it. Therefore, 
the criterion of constant strain is satisfied by the shape functions.
4.2.3 Initial Strain (thermal strain)
Initial strains, that is strains which are independent of stress, may 
be due to many causes. Shrinkage, crystal growth or, most frequently, 
temperature changes will, in general, result in an initial strain vec­
tor.
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e = { exo } 
o yo
xyo
( A - 19)
To be consistent with the constant strain conditions imposed by the 
prescribed displacement function, initial strains will be defined by 
average, constant, values.
4.2.A Elasticity Matrix
Assuming general linear elastic behavior and isotropic materials, the 
relation ship between stresses and strains will be linear and of the 
form
a = D(e - e ) + a o o (4-20)
Where [D] is an elasticity matrix containing the appropriate material 
properties and Oq is the initial stresses. Excluding CTq, which is simply 
additive, we can rewrite 4-20 in the form
a = <
xy
V. /
(4-21)
xy
v
For plane stress (a = x = t = 0), the elasticity matrix [D] is
Z XZ VZ
given by
D =
1 - v
1 v 0
v 1 0
0 0 (l-v)/2
(4-22)
In case of plane strain (e = 0, a  = v(ff + a )), the elasticity matrix
z ’ z x y ’ 3
[D] is given by
D = E(1 - V)
(1 + V)(l - 2v)
1 V/(1-V) 0
V/U-v) 1 0
0 0 (l-2v)/2(l-v)
(4-23)
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where E is Young's modulus of elasticity and v is Poission's ratio.
A.2.5 The Governing Equation
The equation which governs the elastic response of a discretized
structure can be derived from the minimization of the total potential
energy.
Let (for one element),
U = the total potential energy
= U + Ws (4-24)
where
U = the strain energy of the system s
= i f e^De • dv - f e^De • dv - f e^a • dv 2 J J o J o (4-25)
v V V
and
W = the work done by the external loads
r T,B . r Tj.s , v T,n= - J u f • dv - I u f • dx - Z u f (4-26)
v s n
where the superscrip T denotes the matrix transpose,
g
f = body force = Force/volume
g
f = surface force = Force/area 
fn = concentrated force
u = the displacement vector 
Substituting 4-25 and 4-26 into 4-24 with (e = Bu) gives,
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U = [| S  (uTBTDBu)dv - S (uTBTDe )dv - f  (uTBTct )dv]
V V ° v 0
100
- [ S (uTNTfB)dv + f  (uTNTfs)ds + 2 (uTNTfn)] (4-27)
V s n
For equilibrium to be ensured, the total potential energy must be sta­
tionary for variation of admissible displacements, therefore
§£ = Zero (4-28)
or
f  B^DBdv ♦ u = [ f  B^De dv + J u^B^ct dv]
v v v
+ [ f  NTfB • dv + J NTfS • ds + 2 NTfn ] (4-29)
v s n
or
[K]{u} = {Q} + {P} (4-30)
where
{Q} = the force vector due to the presence of initial stress and/or 
initial strain
= [ 5 U B T][D]{eo} + [B]T{ao})dvol.) (4-31)
v
{P} = the external applied load vector due to the body, surface and 
concentrated forces
= [ J NTfBdv + f  NTfsds + I NTfn] (4-32)
v s n
{u} = the generalized displacement vector (unknown)
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and
[K] = the elastic stiffness matrix
= J [B]T [D][B] dvol 
v
= S  IB] [D][B] tdxdy 
v
(4-33)
where t is the thickness and the integration is taken over the area of 
the triangle element.
Equation 4-30 is the governing equation of the elastic response of each 
element. By assuming expressions similar to equation 4-30 overall 
elements, the assembled governing equation for the structure is ob­
tained. Let us consider, for example, the system shown in figure 4-2, 
also let us consider, for simplicity, that {Q} is negligble. There­
fore, equation 4-30 becomes,
[K]{u} = {P} (4-34)
now, let us write the stiffness matrix for each element, e, as follows,
(i) e = Q: i = 1, j = 2, m = 3 ,  therefore,
IK]0  =
[K]® =
kn k12
^13
k21u k22 k23*— 31 32 33-
i = 2, j = 4, m
k22 k24 k23
©
k42 k44 k43
-3 2 34 33-
(4-35)
(4-36)
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4
1
Figure 4-2 Example of Finite Element Model of 2-D.
Circled Numbers Denote Element Numbers. 
Uncircled Numbers Denote Node Numbers.
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Tiii) e = 3 :  i = 4, j = 5, m = 3, therefore,
©
[ K p  =
*44 *45 ^43n 
^54 ^54 ^53 
34 35 33
(4-37)
(iv) e = 4: i = 5 , j = l , m = 3 ,  therefore,
[k /® = ^55 J|51 ^53n
k15 k11 k13 
L 35 31 33
(4-38)
with reference to figure 4-2 and equations 4-35 through 4-38, the assem­
bled stiffness matrix (GLOBEL), displacements vector, and assembled 
forces vector are:
[D El 0 0  El
s (Ak®) k® (Ak®) 0 k® rUl)
\
0
9 ( M  (A P ) P  0 u2
m (Ak®) (P+P?) (A P + A p  (A P ) (P+P) < U3
) p®+P+p®rp®)>
0
0 k® (P+A (Ak®) P
u4
1
p®+p ®
0
k® 0 (Ak®) A  (k®+k®)
U^5 J ^p®+p® j
(4-39)
The numbers,, in D's are simply for bookkeeping purposes (denote row and 
column numbers of stiffness matrix). The assembly process essentially 
consists of taking elements from the expressions derived for individual 
elements and storing them in the appropriate locations in the overall 
system equations. The "appropriate" locations are determined by the 
connectivity of the elements assembled to represent the system. The 
number of potentially non-zero elements in any row is determined by the
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number of elements connected to the node for which the corresponding
equation applies.
4.3. Finite Element Formulation For 
Elastic-Plastic Analysis
4.3.1 Plasticity
One definition of plasticity is the presence of irrecoverable
strains on load removal. Plastic behavior of solids is characterized by
a non-unique stress-strain relationship. One of the basic assumptions
in the theory of plasticity is that the total strain, can be decom-
6 Pposed into elastic strain, £ , and plastic strain, £ , components as 
shown in figure 4-3.
where, a is the current state of stress and E is the young's modulus of
pressibility and isotropy and by following the Prandtl-Reuss flow law of 
classical plasticity we can write,
(4-40)
where,
£e = ct/E (4-41)
elasticity. As to the plastic strain component, £P , assuming incom-
{ep} = MSI (4-42)
where,
{£P } = the plastic strain rate
A = a scalar that has the significance of material viscosity
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Figure 4-3. Elastic and Plastic Strain.
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[S] = the deviatoric stress, which is left over after the hydro­
static average stress (mean normal stress), s*, has been 
subtracted from the actual stress, a.
i.e.
[S] =
“ a X X "1
~ TX axy xxz
TyX xy ayz- zx ZX z -J
(a  - s*) X
= f (a  ^
tyx ¥zx zy
_
S X X
TX xxz
TyX xy syz
^  ZX zy z —•
s* 0
0 S' 
0 0
X 
TXZ
(ajl*)
0
0
S'
(4-43)
where,
s* = ^(a + a + a ) 3 x y z
S = a - s'J
X X (4-44)
S = a - s*
y y
S = a - s* z z
In Bodner’ s flow law, \ takes the form, 
1
\ = [dP/j2]2 (4-45)
where,
= the second invariant of the plastic strain rate
= D2 exp[(-Z2/3J2)n (n+l/n)] (3-17)
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and
J2 = the second invariant of the deviatoric stress, [s]
The principal deviatoric stresses, s, can be found just as the ordinary 
principle stresses as follows:
(S -s) X 
TX
xy
(Sx*s) :xz
zx zy
x
(S?s)
(4-46)
The principal deviatoric stresses are in the same direction as the 
principal stresses. Therefore,
S1 = CT1 - SV
S„ = On - S" (4-47)
S„ =  CT„ - S'
where,
CTj, an(* CT3 = the principal stresses 
and Sj, S2 and s^ = the principal deviatoric stresses 
when equation 4-46 is expanded, the following cubic equation is obtained
s - J2s - Jg = 0 (4-48)
where the scalar invariants of the deviatoric stress matrix, s, are:
J = 0
J = - ( S S  + S S  + S S ) + T 2 + T 2 + T 2 2 x y y z z x xy yz zx (4-49)
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The invariants of the principal deviatoric stress matrix are:
(4-50)
and
= |(S 3 + S 3 + S 3) 3 x y z (4-51)
Therefore, from equations 4-44 and 4-50, J2 for two-dimensional problems
4.3.2 Yield Criteria
A yield criterion is a mathematical statement concerning the combi­
nations of stresses which will cause yielding of the material. Many 
different yield criteria have been proposed. Each of these criteria use 
some physical reason for the occurrence of yielding in the material. In 
general, the criteria all are consistent for some special simple combi­
nation of stresses (uniaxial tension, for example), but disagree to a 
greater or lesser extent for the more complicated combination of
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J2 = I [(tJx ' S*)2 + (CTy " s*)2 + (“s*)2] + Tx
or (4-52)
2s*(a + a ) + 3s* + t.
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stresses. The better theories are substantiated by experimentation and 
the poorer theories are disproved by experimentation. The assumptions 
for the yield criteria are:
(1) There are always exists a function, f(o), such that the mate­
rial is elastic for f < 0 and f^ 0, and plastic for f =0 and 
f ^ 0. The dot stands for the time derivative.
(2) There is no Bauschinger effect. That is, tensile yield is the 
same magnitude as compressive yield, as shown in figure 4-4.
(3) Yielding is independent of hydrostatic stresses and depends 
only on deviatoric stresses. This may be reasoned theoreti­
cally by noting that hydrostatic stress (the mean normal 
stress) simply tends to strain the bonds between the atoms, 
but after the stress is removed the atoms return to their 
original positions and no plastic strain is obtained. On the 
other hand, the deviatoric (distortional) stresses tends to 
deform the body and cause shearing of layers of atoms and 
movement of dislocations, both of which can be irreversible 
and result in some plastic strain. Since yielding is depend­
ent on the deviatoric stresses. We can refer to the equation
for the principle deviatoric stresses,
s3 - J2s - J3 = 0 (4-48)
From this we conclude that the yield criteria is
f(J2 , J3) = 0 (4-53)
(4) The material is isotropic. Therefore, the yielding is inde­
pendent of the directions of the principal stresses. This
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means that "f" is a function that is symmetric in terms of the 
stresses (the principal stresses may be interchanged and the 
function "f" is unchanged).
The Von Mises yield condition is one of the most widely used cri­
terion. Von Mises made the assumption that equation 4-53 can be written 
more simply if it is assumed that yielding is independent of J^. Then,
The Von Mises yield criterion based on the uniaxial tension test has the 
form
f(J2) = 0 (4-54)
Y2 = \[{al - a2)2 + (a2 - oj2 + (a3 - a ^ 2] (4-55)
where
Oj = Y when = 0.
Therefore, for the two dimensional problem, where
(4-56)
and
a
(a + a 
- x
1,2  "  2 (4-57)
and
(4-58)
it can be shown that equation 4-52 becomes,
(4-59)
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and equation 4-55 becomes,
Y2 = [ct2 - a a + a2 + 3t 2] (4-60)x x y y xy
from which it can be seen that the yield criteria is accounted for in 
the Bodner Constitutive model by the "J2" term where,
1
k = [D^/J2]2 (4-45)
and
{sP } = MS] (4-42)
Therefore, using equations 3-17, equation 4-42 becomes:
exp I— -----------  —  ] ■ (a-i-i)
0 (CT - CT CT + CT + 3T ) nx x y y xy
1
,  2  (CT - S * )  I
. ___________ 3  } [ X Xy 1
(ct2 - a a + a2 + 3t2 ) x (a -s*)x x y y xy xy y
(4-61)
4.3.3 Finite Element Technique
As to the finite element method, while its application to linear 
problems was straightforward since the solution was always unique 
because the material properties are constant, this no longer is the case 
in elastic-plastic problems since the coefficients in the stiffness 
matrix vary as a function of loading. However, there are two techniques 
to solve the small displacement elastic-plastic problems incrementally 
within a finite element code. The first technique is the "tangent 
modulus" method in which the effects of plasticty are accounted for di­
rectly in the stiffness matrix by updating the coefficients of the
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stiffness matrix after each load increment. The second technique is 
the "residual force" method in which the plastic behavior is accounted 
for through the addition of an effective plastic load vector to the 
force side of the governing equation of the discretized structure after 
each load increament. The latter technique was chosen to be employed in 
this study.
The general governing equation for the "residual force" method is:
However, there are two forms of the "residual force" method. The first 
is the initial stress form, in which only the initial stress, CTq, is 
considered. Then
The second form is the initial strain form, in which only the initial
strain, £ , is considered. Then 
’ o ’
[K]{u} = {P} + {Q} (4-30)
{Q} = [ / [BT] {crQ} • dvol] (4-62)
v
{Q} = [ J [BT][D]{eo} • dvol] (4-63)
v
In this study, the "initial strain" form was used as follows:
t e p 
£ = £ + £p (4-40)
or
Bu = £e + fiP
i.e (4-64)
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ee = Bu - ep
therefore,
Ug = the strain energy of the system
= | J [BU - £P ]TD [BU - ep] • dv (4-65)
v
or
U = |[UTBTDBU - ePTDBU - UTBTDeP + £PTD£P ] • dv (4-66)s z
By substituting 4-66 and 4-26 into 4-24 equation 4-27 becomes:
U = [| J [UTBTDBU - £PTDBU - UTBTD£P + £PTD£P] • dv 
v
- [ J  UTNTfB.dv + f  UTNTfs.ds + 2  UTNTfn (4-67)
v s n
3UAgain, for (^ jj = 0), equation (4-30) becomes:
[K]{u} = {P} + {QP} (4-68)
where, [K], {u} and {P} are the same as in the elastic formulation and
{QP } is the "effective" plastic load vector which accounts for elements
in a plastic state.
M
{qP} = 2 j  [B]T [D]{£P] • dv (4-69)
el=l v
where, M is the total number of the elements. The integration is taken 
over the volume of each element and the summation is over all elements 
in the structure.
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The residual force method in the initial strain form approaches the 
solution to the elastic-plastic problem through the application of the
p
plastic load vector {Q }. The governing equation for the structure at a 
specific plastic strain rate is:
[KHu] = {P(t)} + {QP(t)} (4-70)
or
{u} = lK]"1(CP(t)} + {QP(t)}) (4-71)
where,
t
eP (t) = sP (o) + J eP(t)dt (4-72)
For each total load the problem is elastic and the displacement {u}, are 
employed to compute the total strain, {e}, with the corresponding elas­
tic stress, {a e }:
{1} = [B]{u} (4-73)
and
{oe } = [D]{ee } (4-74)
However, since the material is nonlinear, the correct stress increment
for the corresponding strain is {a}. Therefore, a set of effective
P Pplastic load vector (Q }, caused by the initial plastic strain, {e }, is
needed to maintain the stress components on the yield surface or com­
patible with the uniaxial stress-strain curve.
= {a} + {a6} (4-75)
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where o is the uniaxial yield stress.
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CHAPTER V
COMPARISON OF THE FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS VERSUS 
ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Theoretical Elastic Stress Concentration Factor (K )^
Associated with every notch is a theoretical elastic stress concen­
tration factor, Kt> which is dependent only on geometry and loading mode 
and has the form:
IC = a /S (2-1)t max' v '
where, a is the maximum actual or local stress at the stress concen- max
tration, and S is the nominal net stress on the notched member.
Chin-Bing-Ling [23] presented an analytical solution for the stress 
in an infinite strip under longitudinal tension, the strip containing a 
pair of semicircular notches of equal radii symmetrically located on the 
opposite edges. The solution involves an infinite set of linear equa­
tions. The set consists of two infinite sets. One set was solved by 
using the method of successive approximations and the other by using the 
method of elimination of unknowns. In a discussion that followed short­
ly after the publication of ling's solution, Peterson [24] pointed out 
that the numerical values of given by Ling are higher than those 
obtained by Neuber from an approximate solution. However, Ling had 
grounds to believe that Neuber1s values somewhat underestimate the true 
stress-concentration factor. In reference [23] it was stated that, 
based on values obtained from photoelastic experiment, Peterson's
117
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contention was later supported by Frocht and his associates. Similar 
remarks, based on respective values computed from the perturbation 
method, were made by Isida [25]. By this method, the stress- 
concentration factor is expressed in a power series of the radius of the 
notches. Therefore, Ling performed his computations again to attain a 
higher accuracy. In these computations, the stress-concentration factor 
K was given by
K = (1-A) a (5-1)max
where, A is the radius of the notch.
Domas, Sharpe, Ward and Yau [20], in the analytical task of their 
study for the "Benchmark Notch Test for Life Prediction", used the 
finite element method to estimate the theoretical elastic stress concen­
tration factor (Kt) using the same specimen geometry employed in this 
study (see figure 5.1). Three finite element codes were employed. One 
code was a two dimensional plane stress model for the elastic analysis 
employed by Ward at Louisiana State University. The remaining two 
programs were conducted by General Electric. In these two codes, eight- 
noded isoparametric brick elements were employed in elastic-plastic- 
creep code.
To determine Kt from the finite element results, Domas, Sharpe,
Ward and Yau plotted the axial stresses of the element centroid versus 
the distance from the surface and with an extrapolation to the surface 
the value of was determined.
As to this research, the constant strain triangle, two dimensional, 
elastic-plastic finite element model of the double-notched specimen was 
employed to determine the value of K^.
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The notched member for this study was the specimen shown in fig­
ure 5-1. Since the specimen is symmetrical about its two axis, only one 
fourth of it was used in this analysis.
The material parameters calculated in Chapter III from the Bodner 
model and the experimental tensile and creep data are used in these 
evaluations. In these parameters the value of Young's modulus of elas­
ticity, E, was 25*10^psi. Assuming the Poisson's ratio, u, to be 0.3, 
the value of the modulus of rigidity, G, was calculated where:
E = 2G (1 + v) (5-2)
The numerical results are given in computer print out. Each w.de with 
its coordinates and each element (triangle elements) with its nodes are 
presented in the printout.
Based on the surface nodal point stresses (mid line positions) and 
the applied stress, the calculated stress concentration factor was an 
output at different time intervals (steps).
To study the influence of the finite element mesh (size, the ratio 
between the elements at the boundary of the notch) on the value of Kt , 
five different mesh sizes were employed in this study. Figure 5.2 shows 
grid number 5 with 176 nodes and 300 elements.
5.1.1 Discussion of the Results and Conclusion
The calculated values of (K^) from the different studies discussed 
above are presented in table 5.1. From figure 5.2 and from table 5.1 it 
can be seen that:
1. The general agreement between all the studies is very good 
where 1.87 < K < 2.18.
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TABLE 5.1 Theoretical Elastic Stress Concentration Factor
122
The Study Calculated
Ling's Analytical Solution 1.87
Peterson's Analytical Solution 1.90
L.S.U.'s 2-D Finite Element Code 1.90
G.E.'s 3-D Finite Element Code 1.94
Present Finite Element Study:
Grid // 1 = 70 Nodes and 108 Elements 2.18
Grid #2 = 80 Nodes and 126 Elements 2.04
Grid #3 = 120 Nodes and 198 Elements 1.97
Grid #4 = 140 Nodes and 234 Elements 1.94
Grid #5 = 176 Nodes and 300 Elements 1.94
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2. From the results of the present study, the size of the mesh 
(number of nodes and elements) coupled with the uniform dis­
tribution of the elements at the boundary of the notch influ­
ences the value of K^. The finer the mesh with good uniform 
distribution for the nodes and elements, the more consistent 
the results with the other studies.
3. For the same specimen geometry, while the calculated value of 
Kt in the finest grids (#4 and #5) agreed exactly with G.E's 
3-D model, it nearly, but not exactly, agreed with L.S.U.'s 
2-D model.
From the results discussed above, it can be concluded that the 
finite element model developed in this study was employed successfully 
to determine the theoretical elastic stress concentration for the 
double-notched specimen shown in figure 5.1, the value of which is, 
conclusively, 1.94.
5.2 Nonlinear Time-Dependent Cyclic
Loading with Various Load Spectrum
Because of the fact that many materials change their deformation 
behavior (softening, hardening, or remaining neutral) after repeated 
loading, the need for cyclic stress-strain response is essential.
Therefore, the 2-D finite element code developed in this study was used 
to develop a numerical cyclic stress-strain response of the double­
notched specimen (figure 5.1) with the two load patterns shown in fig­
ure A-3. In the load pattern, the time for each cycle is 6 seconds and 
the tension hold is for 120 seconds. The Bodner constitutive model was 
incorporated in the finite element code. The second order Runge-Kutta
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algorithm was employed to integrate, numerically, the four components
•  r j  •  "D * 13 *
(e£, £y, and z) in the Bodner constitutive equation.
There are two major factors influencing the cyclic response. The 
first factor is the material factor presented by the modulus of elastic 
ity, E, and the value of, Z^, which determines the yielding point. The 
second factor is the geometry factor presented by the finite element 
mesh (size, the number and the ratio of the elements at the boundary of 
the notch).
To study the geometry influence on the calculated response, the numeri­
cal evaluations were done using 3 different mesh sizes: one coarse
mesh, #1, (see table 5.1 and figure 5.3) and two fine meshes, #4 and #5 
(see table 5.1 and figures 5.2 and 5.4). As to the material influence 
on the numerical results, 3 different values of, E, and 2 different 
values of, Zq , were used in the model: E = 25*10^, 22.5*10^ and
22.8*106 psi and ZQ = 9.46*105 and 8.46*105 psi.
Using equation 5.2 with v = 0.3, the corresponding values of the 
modulus of rigidity, G, came to be 9.6*10^, 8.7*10^ and 8.8*10^ psi 
respectively.
Table 5.2 shows the material variables used in the numerical devel 
opment of the cyclic response of the double-notched specimen. The 
values of these material variables are the same as the ones given in 
table 3.5 for the 7 sets of data in the second case.
5.2.1 Discussion of the Results and Conclusion
At the outset of this study, the numerical evaluations were done 
using meshes 1, 4 and 5 with E = 25*10^ psi and Zq = 9.46*10^ psi, see 
figures 5.5 and 5.6. The calculated results revealed the influence of 
the geometry factor (finite element mesh) on the cyclic response. Then
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TABLE 5.2. The Values of the Material Variables for Inconel 718 
at 1200°F used in te Finite Element Analysis.
Variable Units Value
n - 0.737
zo psi (9.46 and 8.46)*105
Z1 psi 10.197*105
m .-1psi 4.729*10~3
A -1sec 6.82*10"4
R - 4.72
Z.
i
psi 5.35*10"5
Do
-1sec 1.033*10A
E psi (25, 22.5 and 22.8)*106
G psi (9.6, 8.7 and 8.8)*106
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for better correlation with the experimental results, the finest mesh 
(#5) was employed in a second evaluation with a value of, E, equals to 
22.5*10** psi, where the experimental observed value of E was 
22.8*10** psi, and Zq was the same as in the first run (Zq =
9.46*10“* psi). See figures 5.7 and 5.8. The calculated results re­
vealed the influence of, E, on the cyclic response. As to the influence 
of Zq on the location of the yielding point, mesh number 4 (for better 
correlation with the experimental response, and for the optimum cost of 
the computer time) was employed in a third evaluation with the exact ob-
served value of, E, by the experimental data, 22.8*10 psi, and a re-
5
duced value of, Zq , (Zq = 8.46*10 psi), only for the continuous fatigue 
load pattern as a check on the influence of reducing the value of Zq .
See figure 5.9.
The numerical results are given in computer print out. The value
of Von Mises stress, hardness (Z), (st , £**) , (£*", £**) and (£*", £**)x y xy
are an output for the value of applied loads at some selected elements 
on the boundary of the notch at different time steps.
From figures 5.5 through 5.9, it can be seen that:
1. In figures 5.5 and 5.6, the calculated results from grids 
number 4 and 5 (fine mesh) with E = 25*10** psi and Zq =
9.46*10“* psi, agreed with each other all over the cycle with a 
slight deviation in the last linear portion of the unloading 
cycle. However, both results have a good agreement with the 
experimental response in the first linear portion of the 
loading cycle, but then they do not yield as much as the 
experimental results. This could be attributed the high value 
of E and Zq .
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2. In figures 5.5 and 5.6, the calculated response from mesh 
number 1 (coarse) with E = 25*10^ psi and Zq = 9.46*10^ psi, 
shows better agreement with the experimental results. Actual­
ly, this should not be the case since the mesh is coarse and 
the values of E and Zq are the same as above. The cause of 
this apparently good agreement is that the geometry factor 
(the finite element mesh) is masking the material factors (E 
and Zq ). Therefore, the good agreement in this case is false 
agreement.
3. In figure 5.7, the calculated response for the tension hold 
from mesh number 5 (very fine) with E = 22.5*10^ psi and
Zq = 9.46*10^ psi, shows very good correlation with the exper­
imental results. However, there was slight deviation in the 
yielding rate at the end of the loading cycle.
4. For the continuous fatigue, it can be seen (from figures 5.7 
and 5.8) that the calculated response from mesh number 5 with 
E = 22.5 ksi and Zq = 9.46*10^ psi, has the same attitude as 
observed in the calculated tension hold response. The portion 
of loading cycle in both responses (continuous fatigue and 
tension hold) is exactly the same, and both have very good 
agreement with the experimental results. As to the unloading 
cycle, the agreement is not as close as in the loading cycle. 
However, the last linear portion of the unloading is not 
presented for the experimental results because of test failure 
at this stage of this specific experiment.
5. From figure 5.9, the calculated response from mesh number 4 
(for optimum cost of the computer time with the same accuracy
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as mesh number 5) with E = 22.8*10^ psi (the exact experimen­
tal value) and Zq = 8.46*10"* psi (the reduced value) shows an 
earlier yielding than the case with Zq = 9.46*10"* psi. This 
earlier yielding agrees with the thought of the influence of 
Zq on the level of the yielding point. However, the general 
agreement for the reduced value of Zq (8.46*10"* psi) is not as 
good as the agreement for the higher value of Zq (9.46*10"* psi) 
From this result it can be recognized that not only Zq should 
be adjusted but also the rest of the bodner parameters influ­
encing the tensile response. Again, this comes to be consis­
tent with the fourth conclusion in Chapter III.
6. Generally, in the linear portion of the loading and unloading
cycle, the value of E is slightly decreasing at the beginning
of the cycle and is rapidly decreasing at the end of the 
cycle. This could be due to an initiating crack or propaga­
tion of existing crack at the root of the notch.
7. From the response of the tension hold, as can be seen, the
creep effect is existing but, on a small scale.
From the results discussed above, it can be concluded that:
By using a reasonably fine mesh (geometry parameter) coupled with 
the adjusted material parameters, to avoid any masking of one factor on 
the other, the elastic-plastic finite element model developed in this 
study successfully evaluate the cyclic stres-strain response for the 
continuous fatigue and the tension hold load pattern.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
b. 1 Summary and Conclusions
1. A numerical simulation technique for determining the nonlinear 
time dependent material variables for Inconel 718 at 1200°F (650°C) 
using the Bodner constitutive model coupled with tensile and creep data 
was developed in this study. The Runge-Kutta algorithm was employed for 
the numerical integration of the constitutive mode first order differen­
tial equation w.r.t. time. Also, the least square method coupled with 
Powell's iteration algorithm were used for the curve fitting analysis.
The numerically predicted tensile and creep response show reason­
able curve fitting to the experimental response.
As to the calculated values of the material variables, it was 
observed that they are:
(i) very sensitive to the accuracy of the input data.
(ii) different for the same value of the error function Q.
(iii) inconsistent with their definition.
This reveals that the material variables in the Bodner constitutive
model are too many and not well defined.
The experimental data in this study (for the button-head specimen) 
was obtained from the experimental program conducted by W. N. Sharpe, in 
which, the Interferometric Strain/Displacement Gage (ISDG) technique was 
employed.
136
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2. A constant strain triangle, two dimensional, elastic-plastic 
finite element model of the double-notched specimen, in which the Bodner 
model is incorporated, was developed in this study. This finite element 
model accounts for elastic and elastic-plastic cyclic behavior of the 
material.
The finite element code was employed successfully to determine the 
theoretical elastic stress concentration, Kt , for the double-notched 
specimen. The influence of the geometry factor presented by the finite 
element mesh size was studied and a perfect agreement with the published 
results was observed.
3. The developed elastic-plastic finite element code was used to 
predict the cyclic behavior of the material to compare with experimental 
data (for two load patterns) generated at one stage of the experimental 
task of this study for that purpose. The experimental cyclic data was 
obtained by the ISDG technique developed by W. N. Sharpe, Jr.
The influence of the material factor (E and Z^) and the geometry 
factor (the mesh size) were studied and it was found that the geometry 
factor in a very coarse mesh conceals the material factor.
However, a reasonably fine mesh coupled with well adjusted material 
variables provided a good correlation with the experimental results.
In the response of the tension hold load pattern, the effect of the
creep is present but it is not very large.
6.2 Recommendations
1. A study to develop a new nonlinear time-dependent model is
needed. In the new model the effects that would lead to tertiary creep
and microstructural damage must be included in the representation.
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Also, the new model should consist of a minimum number of well defined 
variables.
2. A finite element study with different type of elements (hybrid 
elements for example) for different specimen geometry (such as the 
compact tension specimen), will be a suitable continuation for this 
study.
3. As to the creep effect in the tension hold load pattern, a 
longer hold time (more than 120 seconds) may be considered.
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APPENDIX A
THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The experimental data used for comparison in Chapter V was provided 
by W. N. Sharpe, Jr. The specimens and load patterns were a continuation 
of the work of reference [20], but at higher loads. In this experimental 
program, the data was obtained by using the Interferometric Strain/ 
Displacement Gage (ISDG) technique. The principles of (ISDG) technique 
are briefly discussed in this section followed by a description of the 
tests used in this study. Also, the experimental results are displayed 
in this section.
A.1 The Interferometric Strain/Displacement Gage (ISDG)
W. N. Sharpe and D. R. Martin [26], described in detail the laser- 
based interferometric system (controlled by a minicomputer) for measur­
ing displacement/strain over short gage-lengths at high temperature.
Only a basic review of the technique follows here.
When two closely spaced diamond indentation are illuminated with a 
laser light, two interference patterns are formed at approximately 
45 degrees to the specimen. These diffraction patterns overlap, creat­
ing interference fringe patterns on either side of the laser beam. The 
motion of these formed patterns is related to the relative displacement 
between the indentations. The arrangement of the (ISDG) is illustrated 
in figure A.I. The equation which governs the position of bright inter­
ference fringes is
144
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d sina = mA (A— 1)
where, "d" is the spacing between indentations, "A" is the wave length 
of the laser and "m" is an integer (±1, 2, 3,...)- In order to measure 
the relative displacement between the two indentations, 6d, the fringes
where, 6m, is the number of fringes (or fraction thereof) passing the 
observation position.
The strain, e, is given by
where, dQ is the original spacing between indentations.
Also, the rigid-body motion of the specimen causes the fringes to move. 
In a carefully aligned testing machine, the rigid body motion can be 
sufficiently eliminated except for motion in the direction of the ap­
plied load. A rigid-body motion in one direction would cause each 
pattern to move an equal amount in the same direction. However, if 
fringe motion toward the incident laser beam is defined as positive,
are counted as they move past a fixed observation angle, then equa­
tion A-l becomes:
6d sina = 6mA o (A-2)
or
(A-3)
o
e = 6d/do (A-4)
or
e = A6m/d sina o o (A-5)
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then averaging the two pattern motions eliminates the rigid-body effect. 
So, in practice, relative displacement is measured by:
6m + om, ,
6d = — ^ ---  • . ■ (A-6)2 sinoi v '
o
and the strain is measured by:
6m + 6m, ,
e = _ H I  .  h  fA-7')
2 d  sina l }
o o
where the subscripts u and 1 refer to the upper and lower patterns 
respectively. More details of the optics associated with the ISDG and 
various applications are given in References [27, 28].
A.2 Test Facilities and Methodology
The material used in this work is, again, Inconel 718; the material 
variables were numerically determined in Chapter III. The notched 
low-cycle fatigue specimens, as well as the corresponding grips were 
supplied by General Electric. To help eliminate inconsistencies in 
data, the same specimen geometry (the double-notched specimen, see 
figure 5.1) was used for all tests.
The specimens were cyclically loaded in an electrohydraulic testing 
machine equipped with a special high-temperature furnace designed and 
constructed at Louisiana State University specifically for the specimens 
and grips utilized in this research.
Strain was measured with a minicomputer-controlled scanner that 
measured the amount and direction of fringe motion. The minicomputer is 
a Digital Equipment Corporation, MINC System. It has an analog/digital- 
digital/analog converter, a flexible disk memory, solid disk
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control unit, graphics terminal, linear printer, digital plotter and 
upgrade package which extends the capabilities of the system to include 
FORTRAN IV. A schematic of the system is shown in figure A-2.
The methodology of the (ISDG) technique is as follows [29]; 
as the fringe patterns move in correlation with the relative displace­
ment of the indentations, a predetermined minimum on each channel is 
tracked by the computer. A computer-generated sixty step ramp is fed to 
the servocontroller, causing each mirror to rotate about its axis. The 
total angular rotation of the mirror is adjusted via the gain control on 
the servocontroller to scan only the "trough" region surrounding the 
predetermined minimum of each fringe pattern. The fringe pattern is 
swept over a narrow slit over the photomultiplier tube face. At each of 
the sixty increments of the mirrors constituting a sweep, the photo­
multiplier tubes sample the fringe intensities and relay their electric 
analogues to the minicomputer via an inverting amplifier. Typically the 
minicomputer averages the sixty intensities recorded per channel with a 
six point sliding average routine to mask any noise present and then 
locates the new minimum intensity locations for each channel using a 
simple comparison loop. The next mirror sweep will now be centered 
about this new minimum. The total fringe displacement is determined by 
subtracting this new minimum location from the original minimum location 
prior to any load on the specimen. The total fringe displacement is 
then multiplied by the appropriate constant to determine strain. This 
entire process takes 100 millseconds to generate one data point. Normally 
sixty data points are gathered per cycle. At the end of each cycle, the 
sixty strain and the corresponding load values are stored on a flexible 
disk to be inspected after the test is completed.
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A.3 Experimental Results
The experimental program consists of two different load patterns: 
continuous cycle and tension hold. These two load patterns are shown in 
figure A-3. Each test was conducted with the notch region of the speci­
men maintained at 1200°F (650°C). The duration of each test was deter­
mined by either flaws developing on the specimen surface, or by the 
tension strain limitation of the measuring system, approximately 2%.
The load range for the "continuous cycle" load pattern is (8000,
-4800) lbs. Cycles number 1, 252 and 502 are shown in figures A-4 
through A-6. As to the "tension hold" load pattern, the load range was 
again (8000, -4800) lbs. The hold at the tensile load (8000) lbs. was 
two minutes. During this hold period thirty data points were measured 
at equal intervals by the ISDG. Cycles number 1, 35 and 70 are shown in 
figures A-7 through A-9.
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C 3 *l**2 .
C 4 * (21* 1.0 ) /C3  
C 9 *A* X 1
C
l i t  Ot * 0 .0  
X  ■ 00
c
D O  2000 1 * 1, ICT
3 4 2 *0 .
ZBB-lSi(2 * 1, 3) 
ips-ibb-aS* (2 * 1 ,2 ) / £
1309 *V(lj«*U 
S T  (2) •*?£
X -192 (2 * 1, 1)
1*1
1003 CAL L  5 1 * 7*3 (TS£ (2 * 0 1 , I) ,1 S£ (2 * 01,2) ,2 ,IP(I|)
11 (143. 12. 09) C O  X O  1002 
CAi.1 ST*3 (S9D , S 9 ,T)
P« i l 3 1, X , S T ( 1) , Z 9 b,Xt/A«1 5 £ (2 *1 ,2 ) ,152 (2*1 ,5) ,££■
TSt (K*l,9j« £ B R  
1 10,847 (IP (10212.3 ))
1002 IP (A. 1 2 . 6? (I)) 6 0  T O  1000 
o - * Si, (A*** 1 ,1) * T S £  (2 *1 , 1)
CAi.1 AJC«1S (2 , S I T D , S T , 1 ,U,STI)
1 *A* I
£ 68*152 (1*1 ,2 ) / £ * 5 T (2)
1081*451 (t«Z,3)-A.XI 
D 0a,*X5 i(2 *l,4 ) 6 0 O B 1
1.0001-06, 
1.0001 01, 
1.9001-04, 
3.7702*06,
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SM2=SHA*DUnl*D0B2 
GO 10 1003
1SOO EBB0h=EBBQB*SB2 
2.000 H=*+H2(fl)
It il2k.m2.00) BEBOB‘LLBCB+PBB
BEXUBB
EBD
SOBBOUI1BB IEHDAX 
2HI2GEB B. HP(9)
HEAL TSt (S00,S),BrM(S,2),A(J),B(3) 
c o b a u h /c u b v e s/ h c t s , h p ,x s e,s h f (9) ,k o p (9) 
EEADp.l) HCVS 
HH21E(b,2) MCVS
a * oo
c
DO 1000 2*1,HCVS
SHF (2) =0.0
BakD (3,1) HPS,KOP(I)
HAll E (6,3) DPS 
HSIXE 10,7) K0P(1)
DO bOO K= I, HPS
BE Ail (3,4) (ISE (S+K.E) ,1=1 ,4)
HEj.lt (0,3) (XSE(E+K,L) ,2=1,4) 
lF(lSEiA*k,4) .IE. 0.) 1SE{B+K,4) =1. 0 
bOO SMF(l)=Sbf (I)+XSE(E*K,4)
HP I2) -KPS
HB2I fc (b. b) I (ISE (I *B, 1) ,1-1, 3) , K* 1, KPS)
B=B+M?3 
1000 LOMIa HUE 
AEXUAM 
i foia.ipioj
A foEBAIi'l DATA SaOOInJHG OK',IS,* CUEVES*/
f *0 X1BE*,10X,*S1EESS*,10X,*S1BA1H')
3 FOABAX I *0 CUEVE HAS*, IS,* PCI MTS.*)
u f O t a A i p f  u.o)
S PUa EAIiIPO E1S.S)
b FGAH*I('0 T2BE* , 10X, • S1EESS* ,
i 10 a, *SX£A2H'/( 1P3 E1S.S))
7 F O B B A K ' O  BOP IS* ,IS)
EHD
SUAkuDllHE SIHIB2 (1,1,1,HP)
BEAL 1(1) ,1 (1)
21=dl»U4BAX0(I-Ol,01) , HP-02)
12=11+01 
a 3=a 2+01 
EB=X III,-a i!2)
Ed2=0M*Ed 
HP=a 113) -2 (12)
U? A=0?*U?
Dfl=X 111)-! (22)
D2=XiaJ)-X(12)
A = X (12)
C=na*EpA-oP*UH2 
B= liia*o?2-D P*ii B2) /C 
C= (Ea*tr-fl?*OH) /C 
2=2 (22)
EEIUBH
EHIAX HTE2iir,Xl)
0=21-2
X1=A*D* lfl*D*C)
BE1UAH
EHD
SOEEOUTIHE EK41S (H,VD,T, 1,E,H)
HEAD f 41) ,B (H,S) 
i(l,1)-0.
H(2,1)=0.
H a = u *.S
Bo=Ea/J.
DU 0000 2-1,0
SO XO (100,200,300,000),!
100 Uh-O.
GO XO 300 
200 EH-E2
GO 10 300
400 HH=H
300 DO 3s0 J-1,H
3S0 H (J, 1) =V (Jj ♦UH*H(J,I)
OOOO C.a I Vu (W(1,I» I) ,H(1, 1) ,X*Hi)
DO 30JU J»1,H 
SOOO 7 (0, — V (J) ♦ub*(H (J, 2) +2.* (M (J, 3) *H (J,4) ) + H (J,S) ) 
X-l+H 
EEIUBH 
EHD
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Sa*BODXA.B£ SFZ (P,0,0,E,B,PXN)SESi-F- (0*£)
if lltil.%1. 0.0) 60 SC 100 
F1II«P£«+B*2ES1 •1ESI 
IflF.*.L.D) 60 20 100F-D 
BLIOAB 
100 X£SX*U-£-P
21 { 1*5*.6*.0.0 ) BETOAk 
FA«-FLB*3*Z£ST«1ES1 
iflP.LL.Oj BEXUBB 
F>U
lltlsl
110
SOBilOQXl.BE SlfD (SVD,SV,T)SEAL SlitUj ,*1(2} iUi*« i?t)tup
C6BB0B /S*AXVC1,C2,C3,C«,C5,fAB49) ,F£B 
CuaBw*/LDGI/ZDU,2DB
£sUlfALtfcCL (FAB (1J ,£■), (SAB {2) ,10) , (PAB(3) ,11) ,
A (FA£(H}#Afl)# |FAS(5),A),(FAA4»)*B)«£ (FAB (7),12), (FAB(B),D0),(PAS(5),E)Xl*Sf(1)
£FS«SV (2)
Call BX*2(S,T)
1003 CALL 1FX(X2,0.000, 21 ,.001,I.E0,P£B)
It (5.£tf.0.00) 60 SO 1100 
23 *12/5
CALL 1FX US, 1. S-10, I. £70,10. , 1.E-«,FEk) 
if (2S.L*.0.0J 60 SO 1100 
£F0-C2/*2? 4C4*25**C3)
60 SO 1200 1100 £FJ*0.0 120 0 221* (Zl-llj/SI
CA^ L IP* 1*21,1.E-IQ,1.150,.001,1.SO,PEB)212 « 21-X2
CAtt IF* ( L 1Z, I.E-fe,1.S50,.001,I«£0,F££ )
SQd-S*£B**FD*Z1Z 
21»*C»»aAF (B*AL06 (221))ZL**Da—IDA 
S9D* 1|*aJ>SID(*)-tPD
ALItUB
LAD
SOb.uJXABE OBAVlolS P*Ou**B BAIDLES SAL IL0TT1B6
CCBBOA/CUAV ES/LCV5, BP (9) , 1S£ (WO,5) ,SBf (9) ,I0F(9)
AaAL X2B£ (150) ,STiZSS (150) ,SIE£D (150) ,S1AAB (150)
CALL IDEBICAim. FLuX (2. 5, 2. 5, *3)
£-0DO 1000 B*1,BCV5 
BPS" AP (6)
BP1-BPS*01 DO 100 1*1, IFS
X*BL 4*j *15* (£♦!,!)
Si*LSS i*)-ISE(£♦!,2)
SttBO (*) »IAE (1*2,3)
10Q Sl&kB(lj«152(K*l,5)
lflKOP lfl).*ta.2) 60 SO 10
CALL BScAU, (T2fl£,O0.U,tf5,1,2O)
5X*AD4B?1)«0.
CA.i- BSCA** (STABD,6.0, OF I, 1,20)
SlAfcfl 4*F1)*0.CALL KSCA«.E(SXi£fi,A.0,lfl,l,20)
CALL OLID (0.,0.,1,8.,2.,1,6.,2.)
DLL! A»AnA*l (SZAAD (AF1 *2) ,STAKB (AP1*2) )
5*«a*Utf?S*l)*0.
SI*2D4«F5*2)*D£LSA 
51*AB 4iPS*l)“0.SUAB(AF5»2)*DALSACALL AAiS (0. , 0. , * TUB 11 SLCOBOS»,-1b,OB.O,0.,XIBA(BPS*1) , 
aTIBa(EF5+2J)CALL A 1*5 (0. ,0. ,*S1AA1H X 101 Ai*, ♦ 1b, b. 0,90.0, 0. 0,DELIA)
CALL VXaiCA (2)CALL f LlB* 411BE,SISKC,-BPS, 1,1,2)
CALL /!*•£ (IIHE, *n*fl,-SP5,1,1,5)
60 XO 2 0 0  10 CALL BScALE (51BBD,b. 0 , bF5,1,20)
CALL tfSCi*L (SX&AB, b.O, APS, 1,20)
CJUL ASCiLt 451A LSS, V. 0,A PS, 1,20)
CALL 6e*D (0.,0.,1,6.,2.,1,9.,2.)
DLtol A- Afl A* 1 (57ABD (BPS*2) , 51«AB (BFS»2) )
SlkBD(B?5+I)*0.
51* *0 (B«>5»2) -DELIA
si*2di«rs*i)*o.SUBfllLPS**)-DELTACA*L A2*S (D.,0.,*S1BA2B A T01AL',-I6,b.0,0.,0.0,DELTA)
C.LL A2*5|0. ,0. , •SIBESS FSl»,*1b, 9.0,90.0,S1AL5S (BPSO) ,
•SlbliS(AF5*2))
CA*L T*uiCl(2)C.L* L1l£4S1AMD,STB£S5,APS,1,1«2)
CALL *.**Et51feAI!,SXAE5S,AFS,1,1,5)
200 Cit*. £O*'LOX(0, 1)
1OU0 l‘i*AF5
CAL* VlBlCB(l)
CALL tooa*
ILXOBB
BAD
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MAIN PROGRAM FOR GE SPECIMEN * STAGE 1.
REALJM FN<400)«DN(400)»XN(400).EGT(3600)
INTEGER#2 NUE(IBOO)
LOGICAL*l BN(400)
BYTE J0BNM<6)»FILNM(14)*CB»CD*CE*CF*CG»CL»CN*CS>CU*C0
C
COMMON/FLUNSD/NSND*NSED*NSEBD.NSESy*NSUGS*NSFGB 
+ »NVND*NUEDrNVEBD* NVESV•NVUGS*NVFGS
C
COMMON/URKPTN/NXS.NELS.NUUP.NUR. NRUP»NURB*
/* NRRB?NRBUPfNLRUP»
• NHRUP>NLBUP*NHBUP»IPANIC
C
EGUIVALENCE(MBhND.NUR)*(NBUP.NRBUP)*< CD»FILNM(1)).<CL-FILNM'2))
C
DATA NSND»NSED»NSEBD.NSESV*NSUGS*NSFGS
+  / 0 0  t 00 t 0 0 0  t 0 0 0  r 0 0 0  r 0 0 0  /
DATA NUED/16/»NUND/16/»NUEBD/64/»NUES0/64/
DATA NURB/256/
DATA MSZ/3600/
DATA MXNDS*MXELS*NELS/200*300»00/
DATA FILNM(1)tFILNM(2)>FILNM<3)*FILNM(10).FILNM(14)
+ / 'l\‘ » 'L' » ' S' . ' /
DATA CB f CEf CF, CGf CNf CSr CUr CU 
+ /'B'.'E't'F'.'G't'N'.'S'f'U'.'W'/
C
1000 READ(5*1)J0BNM*IRUN
C
IF< IRUN.EO.OO ) RETURN
C
DO 1050 J=1* 6
1050 FILNM(J+03) = JOBNM<J)
C
READ (5.*) NSND > NSED.
WRITE(6»1>JOBNMrIRUN*NSND*NSED
C
IF( IRUN.UT.00 ) READ(5*1)(FILNM(J)*J=4*9)
C
IF( NSND.LE.00 ) GOTO 1060
C
FILNM <11) = CN 
FILNM(12) = CD 
FILNM(13) = CD
C
OPEN
+ (UNIT=NSND*NAME=FILNM*ACCESS='DIRECT'.ASSOCIATEDAPIABLE=N"NB• 
+ RECORDSIZE=NWNDfTYPE='NEW' rDISP='KEEP')
C
1060 IF( NSED.LE.00 ) GOTO 1070
C
FILNM(11) = CE 
FILNMC12) = CL 
FILNMU3) = CD
C
OPEN
+ CUNIT=NSED»NAME=FILNM.ACCESS='DIRECT'.ASSOCIATEUAPIABLE=NUED• 
+ RECORDSIZE=NWED*TYPE='NEW'*DISP='KEEP')
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c
1070 CALL AUTOGCNNDS.XN.BN.BN.FN.NELS.NUE.EGT.MXNDS.MXELS)
C
M31 = 3*MXELS+01 
CALL BUNPVCNUE.NELS.NUR.EGTCM31)»EGTCM31+NELS/2+3),XN,EGT)
C
1200 IFCNNHS.LE.00) GO TO 1000
C
NXS = NNBS + NNBS 
NRWP = MSZ/NUR
IFCNRUP.LT.NUR) GO TO 2100
NRRB=NURB/NUR 
2000 NBUP=NRUP/NRRB
IFCNUR.LE.CNBUP-01)*NRRB+01) GO TO 2200 
NRRB=NRRB-01
IF C NRRB.GT.00) GO TO 2000
C
2100 URITEC6»2)MSZ.MBAND»NRUP
GO TO 1000
C
2200 NRUP=NRRB*NBUP
NURB=NRRB*NWR 
NUUP=NRUP#NWR
NWLB = C C NURB+127 )/12B >*128 
NLBDS = C NXS+NRRB-01 >/NRRB 
NPBBS = C NULB/128 >*NLBDS
URITEC6>1)J0BNM»IRUN»NXS»NELS?NUR»NURB»NWLB.NLBDS*NPBDS
C
7000 URITEC7.*)'CLOSING BATA SETS JOBNAM.NND & .ELB'
IF C NSND .GT.00 ) CLOSE(UNIT=NSNB>
IF C NSEB . GT .00 ) CLOSECUN1T = NSEB)
GOTO 1000
C
1 F0RMATC1X.6A1.12I5/1X.15I5)
2 FORMAT C' SIZE OF UORKING ARRAY INSUFFICENT.MSZ.MBANB»NUPP'.315)
3 FORMAT C 12X. 1515 )
C
ENB
BAND WIDTH AND PROCESSING VECTOR PROGRAM
SUBROUTINE BUNPV(NU»NOEL»MPfNLPfMXtXNfEGT )
REAL*4 EGTC3r1)
RF.AL*4XNC2.1)
INTEGER*2 NUC3* 1),NLPC1)»MXC1)
COMMON/FLUNSB/NSNB.NSEBjNSEBB.NSESV.NSUGS.NSFGS 
+ »NVSDfNVEBr NVEBBfNUESV»NVUGSrNVFGS
THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES THE BAND WIDTH IN TERMS OF 
NODAL INDEX DISTANCE. IT ALSO SAVES THE ELEMENT DATA 
ON UNIT NSED. THIS INCLUDES THE MAX NODE NUMBER REFERENCED 
BY THIS ELEMENT
MP = 3 
C
DO 2000 1=1.NOEL
C
MNI = 10000
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MXX = 00
C
DO 1000 J=1 * 3
C
IF(MNI.GT.NU<J,I))MNI=NU<J.I)
IF<MXI.LT.NU<JrI>)MXI=NU(Jfl)
1000 CONTINUE
C
IF<HP.LT.MXI-MNI)MP=MXI-MNI
C
MX(I) =MXI 
NLP <I) = 1 
2000 CONTINUE
COMPUTE BAND WIDTH. ( INCLUDES DIAGONAL )
MP=(MP+1)*2
NM1 = NOEL-01
IF( NM1.LE.00 ) RETURN
ORDER THE ELEMENTS FOP PROCESSING OF THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS M A T R I X .  
THE ELEMENTAL DATA WILL BE URITTEN TO DISK IN ORDER OF PROCESSING. 
THE NUMBER OF THE ELEMENT IS THE FIRST PIECE OF DATA IN THE RECORD 
THE ORDERING IS BASED ON THE MIN-MAX NODE REFERENCED PV THF 
ELEMENT BEING PROCESSED. WITH THE AUTOGEN THE ORDER OF PROCESSING 
SHOULD BE THE SAME AS THE ELEMENT NUMBERING.
DO 4000 1=1»NM1
JMN = I
IP1 = 1+01
DO 3000 J=IP1»NOEL
IF(MX(J).LT.MX(JMN))JMN=J 
3000 CONTINUE
MXI=NLP(JMN)
NLP(JMN)=NLP(I>
NLP(I)=MXI 
MXI = MX(I)
MX <I) = MX(JMN)
MX < JMN > =MXI 
4000 CONTINUE
WRITE THE ELEMENT DAT TO NSED IN THE ORDER OF PROCESSING
DO 5000 1 = 1 * NOEL
C
J = NLP(I)
5000 WRITE(NSED'I)J» < NU(K» J)»K=1» 3).< <XN<L»NU<K*J)>*L = 1*2>.K=1.3>i 
8 (EGT(K»J)»K=1.3)rMX<J)
C
RETURN
C
END
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SUBROUTINE D1ST<K1.X2.A.#7»
REAL XI(2>.12(2)
A2-CX1<1)-X2Cl))Rt24(XI<2 )-X2(2))B»2 
A-8QRT(A2>
RETURN
end
SUBROUTINE RUEL0N(NEL'NUE.EGTfEOL.HXEl . XI. 12 » J1 * J2. XN.P'.T) 
REAL44 XN<2.KXEL)»EGT(J.HXEL>»E0l(3>
INTE6ERS2 NUEC3.HXEL)
1F( PLT.OT.O. ) CALL PENUP 
NEL1 • NEL401 
I • II 
J-Jl
451 IP-1401 
JP-J401 
RJIP-1.E20 
RIJP-1.E20
IFUP.LE.X2) 00 TO 452
IF(JP.QT.J2> 00 TO 454
RXJP-0.
GO TO 454
452 IF(JP.LE.J2 > 60 TO 453
RJIP-O.
00 TO 454
453 R1 JP-GBRBlUXHCl.D.XHtl. Jl.XNCl. JP>.XN<1.1P)> 
RJlP-OBRBP<XN<lrJ>»XN(l.I>»XN<I.IP).XN(l»JPn 
IF(RIJP4RJIP »6T.0.) GO TO 454
CALL DXST(XN(lfI)fXN(l»J)»Dl»6l)
XFCDl.LT.l.E-20) 01-1.E-20 
CALI DIST(XN(1.I>,XN(1»IP>,P2»S2>
IF (I>2 «LT • 1 .E-20) D2-1.E-20 
CALL DXSTtXNtltJ>»XNC1.JP>,03.S3>
IF(D3.LT.l.E-20) 03-1.E-20 
CALL DXST(XN(1.J>.XN(1.XP)»04.84)
IFCD4.LT.l.E-20) 04-1.E-20 
CALL DIST(XN<1.I),XN(1.JP).D5»S5)
XFCP5.LT.l.E-20) 05*1.E-20
CALL DIST(XN(1.1P>.XN(1»JP>.D6*S6>
IFC06.LT.l.E-20) 06-1.E-20
RJXP-RAOT(01.81.02.82.P4« 84)4RA0T(P3.S3 *P4.84.06»66 >
RIJP-RA0T<Tl.Sl«D3.S3.P5.S5)4RA0T(D2»S2«D5.S5.06»S6>
454 NEL - NEL 4 01
XFC NEL.OT.HXEL) NEL • MXEL 
NUEC1»NEL > - X 
HUEC2.NEL) - J
XFC RIJP.GE.RJXP ) GOTO 455 
NUEC3.NED - JP 
J - JP 
GOTO 457
455 NUE(StNEL) - IP 
X - IP
457 00 456 JJ - 1*3
456 EGT(JJ.NEL) • EGLCJJ)
IF< PLT.LE.O. > OOTO 451
NU « NUE(3*NEL>
CALL PLT6HUC XN<1.NU)*XN(2»NU))
CALL PENDN
DO 500 JJ-1.3
NU • NUE(JJ.NEL)
500 CALL PLT6HUCXNC1«NU)tXN(2.NU))
CALL PENUP
GOTO 451
456 XFC NEL.LE.NEL1 > OOTO 505
WRITE(6«6 >(It CNUE (J»1>»J«1»3>. I-NEL1.NEL) 
505 IF CPLT.GT.0.0 ) CALL PLT6NUC 0.0.0.0 ) 
RETURN
• F0RNATC5C * C *.415*' ) # ) >
END
FUNCTION RAOTCA*A2t6.62.C.C2)
RAOT-APSC (A24B2-C2 >/CA>6)-1)
RA0T-RA0T4A6SC < 624C2-A2)/(6*C>-1) 
RA0T-RAQT4ABSC(C24A2-62)/CCSA)-1)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION GDRBDCXO.XltX2.X3)
REAL X0(2).X1(2>*X2(2).X3(2)
PX-X2C1)-X0C1)
0Y-X2(2)-X0(2>
Rl-DXt(XI<2)-X0(2))-DVi(XI(1)-X0<1>)
R3-0X*(X3(2)-X0(2>)-DT*(X3(1)-XOC1> >
IF(R1RR3.GE.0.) GO TO 1000 
GDRBO-O.O 
RETURN 
1000 GPRBP-1.E20 
RETURN 
END
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S U buO U U  UZ CSJGa.1 (oK #H X b # i i« £ , U 0 2 1 )
C 7111J f . u u f l N l  C u . ^ i u U C I b  t u t  3L0SAL S T IFFN ESS AATH1X f a  OH THE
C Ei .i l .1EN: DATA. D - I A  E l u Z  NSGSS H IL L  CONTAIN THE S T IF F N E S S  B A T B IX .
REAL * 4  GK (1 }  , X l b j  , E K i O , t o  ,x > (1 d )  ,C  ( * )  , B T C ( 1 d )  , E G T I J )
I N I  &Gr.h + X . J U ( J ) , N ( M a
C
CGfiaOK/FLUJtSD/KSN J ,  H SZJ  ,  t iSZu*) ,  HSSSV# NSUGS, NSFGS 
♦ , i iV i< D ,N V E D # G V L D D , i iV E S V ,N V U G S ,N Y F G S ,N S f  FN
C
11 ( I ) = tiK h i  1* U - ' J 1 )  - I J X  
NW.t.n = NWR-OI
c
C 1 J Z =  (NLR i t? ”  1) * N «H
C
C 1 N 1 T 1 A L IZ t  GK
C
C ALL KDiJR 7 (o  K, N Lfl i t? , Nau M /  1 / - 1 J 
1 JL - IN LU V .  r -  J l > * N » L
C
DO 4U0J JJG = 1 ,  NOEL
C I d l J  n 2 A D GETS i i i i ,  E i.L . ' lL l iA DATA FROO 1) 1>1X NSED
i HAD ( S S E D ' J J J )  L M , h . U , * , c t i T , H U a X
C
c  H u / . *  i z  i n : :  b a i  n u d e  usaD* i>Y r j i s  e l e b e k t
C DoUDLE 3 IC A D JS  J c a  u C aL  Ua 5 *, D O /*
C
NU!U=i i  USA*-!ldnX
I F  (hJ3X* i .E«N U:<V?; J o  X o  I3 J Ur*
C A LL  h D « ? l  ( j h f NLRii&, tf l»i i i iHc'# * U H a # 0 I )
C
1 J L -  ( N L M » r ~ l )  •  NHh
C
c  T i i l J  CALL JEN E3AI EG I L L  ELEMENTAL S T IFFN ESS H A T E IX
C
1 J 0 J  CALL  S L I M L . I W . A i l j . A l J ,  , f c i j ) , E J T tfE K ,B , C , B T C )
C
1J1G I F (  N 3 i .U D #L«*JU  J GOTO 13X0
UR H E  (No £3 D 'LS S )  i i . C , L I C , N O
DO JO CO SP It u
fl.1 -
.IF * . v . w
no  = SB ♦MS - X
DO XOJO i»— 11 J
n :j - W J (K )
i f  I t»G. L T . H.1 ) GOTO 2 0 0 0
N£ - N ♦{,- -  2
NO = N N * \S -X
DO 1300 J = l , 2
DO IbOO S = l ,  J
I F (  ii .  52. .1 • A'l 0 •  K .  L i ■J  1 u 0 7 0 1SJ0
jKllltttu+Jj ♦&<»♦£) =
♦ Gh i l  2 lM G » J j  ♦ NG+Kj ♦ EK ( M E * J # NE + K)
1t>U0 C G N I iN U Z  
2 0 0 0  CONTINUE 
JOOJ CONTINUE 
4 0 0 0  CO M I N U S
C
CALL LD'fll tT (GK, N LR H r ,  u i i a U f ,  0 , 0  I )
c
RETURN
C
1 FORMAT (• 0 ERROR I N  GOB CONSTRUCTION• ,  2 1 b )
C
END
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SUbSO-JIIXE o . a I .X X .X J . N E  j
C TH IS  O A LC U -A i iS  I  h i  bJ.S?LAUEflEST FU»CTIOH HATEIX .
B Z A l * *  3 ^ . o j . X I  (Xj .X J i X J . X X  I J ,  J) I
HEAL*0 3 1 X , 01.13
C
30 133 J * 1 , 2
XX ( J ,  IJ = X I  (JJ
XX IJ , * . )  = X I  (J)
103 XX ( J .  JJ = XJ (JJ
C XX A L .U S I  LOAjaO
C CO.IF 31 £ DEI(XX) AN J  C0.1PLEIE XX
u lX  *  3*33
00 ’ xoo  J = I , J
X X ( 3 , J )  = 1 .3  
230 3 1 X = DIX ♦ E I ! I J I A A , J , J )
C XX LOADED AN3 DEI (XXJ CONI'OIED
I F  J 3A3S(31XJ . O E . I . D - a J J  OuTO X1J 
S3A7E (b ,  1) N£,D IX  
1 ? {  JT X .L o .O .D v )  J U IX  = l . i - ^ 3  
210 30 JUO J * I , J
J  1 « J » J - 3 1  
JX = J 1 * 0 1
m i . j i j  *  j ; i i j i x x , i . j j / 3 i x  
U ( I , J X )  1 3 . 0  
b ( X , J l )  = 3 . 3
B (X ,J 2 J  = DIHJ ( X X , 2 , J , / 0 i X  
b ( J , J 1 )  = E ( 2 , J 2 )
JUO B l J . J X )  = E (1 ,J 1 J
C
BETass
c
1 FOHHAT (• 0» •» • DI.HOu 1. UJ2 iii) F02 ELBK',IU, 1?D». 1)
C LAST OF LJbP.lX
LSD
SUBROUTINE' EL1K( N - i . ,  X 1, XX, XJ , E O I , £ K ,  B ,C ,  B1CJ
C T . I I S  r jO O K A . l  D EFIN ES 1HE a L A S I I C I T E  AND ELEMENTAL S T IF F N E S S  
C
XE’ AL X 1 (X J  , X 2 ( 2 )  , X J ( 2 )  ,EOT ( J j  , E K | o , 0) , B ( J , b J  , C ( J , 3 J  , B l C ( l d J  ,
♦ C C ( J , J )
RE A I * o  5 ,  I  E l i
C
C { 1 , 2 )  = EOT ( 1 J / 2 3 I  u j  * 0 . S  -  1 .0
C ( l , I )  = E 0 T ( 1 ) / ( 1 . 0 - 0 ( 1 . X x * C ( l , 2 j )
C ( x ,  2) *  C ( 1 , 1 J  
C ( X , 1 j  = C ( l . z )  * C ( I ,  IJ 
C 1 1 , X) = c ( X , I J  
C ( J , J i  = EOT (2)
C ( 1 , 3 J  *  J . 3  
C ( X,  JJ = 3 . 3  
C ( J , 1 J  = J . 3  
C ( J , i )  = 3 . 3
C
C C XS DEFIN ED FROM £ 0 1  ( 1 )  s EuUoOS MODULUS
C EOT (XJ = K J D J -O S  OF E I 0 1 3 I T E
C REST b £  NODI APEXES BE I . E b  TO PEOPERLX SCALE
C
C ELEMENTAL S7.1AIH  FuON NixDE LOCATION M A I M !  CALCULATED BE L D b M IX .
C
C ALL LCDMTX( J , X 1 , X X , X J , N L L  J 
C i t  I S  SOU LOADED
C
C LOT ( J j  *  THICKNESS OF £  La RE NT
VOL = EOT ( J j  *L A J S  ( (  J J L a  J l  I 1 1, ) - X  J  ( 1) ) •  (DBLE (XX (X) ) - X  J  ( 2 )  )
L -  ( 3 i ’ L D ( X X ( l j J ~ X J ( 1 J J  •  ID B L 2  iX  1 (X) J -  X J (X)  J ) » J . S
C Eo ACCOUNTS Fob FACT T H A I  2 LA S 11 C  PAuAHETEKS NEED TO LE H U L T iP i .1 2 3
C COMPUTE C *V O L  IN FO  C£
C
DC 1030 1 = 1 , J
3 0  1 33 3  J = 1 , 3
C ( 1 , J J  = C ( l . J j  *  1 . 0 Eo
1 3 0 0  C C ( i , J j  = V o L *C  ( A , J J
C
CAL i t  RAM (B 1 C ,N ,a N | J , L , J , C C , J , J )  
CALL HXM (EK, t , o , o , b T C , b , o ,  J ,  3j
C
C EK *  3 T * l *D
C BTC « B I * C
C
bElDRN
C
END
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SUBROUTINE RPPLfA•NBA.NWB.NBR>
REAL A(KWB.NBA)
C
C AsWORKING PARTITION OF NBA BLOCKS
C NNB—NO* OF WORDS IN EACH BLOCK
C NBR=SIZE AND OIRICTION OF RIPPLE
C = ♦ CLEARS TOP OF A(HIGH)
C * - CLEARS BCTTCM OF A(LON)
C
c
NBM=NBA-IABSCNBR)
INCsISIGN(l.NSR)
c
J1 * 01
IFI NBR.LT.00 ) J1 *  NBA
c
DO 200 J*1 *NBM
C
DO 100 Ke I.NMB 
100 AIK.J1)SA(K.J1ANBR)
c
200 JlsJH-INC
c
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE LOAD (NB.NWRB.I1.NOS.NBP•A.J1) 
REAL A(NWRB.l)
C
C NB=NUMBER OF BLOCKS TO BE LOADED ♦ OR —
C MWRB=NUMBER OF WORDS IN A READ BLOCK
C I1=FIRST BLOCK TO BE LOADED FRCP DATA SET
C NDS=FLUN OF DATA SET
C NBP=PRESENT DATA SET BLOCK POINTER
C AsWORKING ARRAY
C Jl* LOCAL BLOCK POSITION IN A
C
NBP * II 
FIND(NDS* NBP)
C
INslSIGNO .NB>
NBA s  I A B S ( N B )
C
DO 1000 IR =1.N3A
C
READ(NDS'NBP)(A(J.J1).J=1.NWRB)
C
J1 = J1«-IN
NBP = NBP + IN
C
IF( IN.GT.00 ) GOTO 1000 
IF< N3P.LE.00 ) GOTO 1000
c
FINDINDS•NBP t
C
1000 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE UNLOAD(NB.NWWB.I 1.NOS.NBP.A.J1) 
REAL A(NWWB.l)
c
C NBsNUMBER OF BLCCKSTO BE WRITTEN
C POSITIVE BLOCK NUMBERS INCREASE
C NEGATIVE BLOCK NUMBERS DECREASE
C NWVB=NUMBER OF WORDS IN WRITE BLOCK
C I1=DATA SET BLOCK NUMBER .EEGINING OF WRITE
C NDSsFLUN CF DATA SET
C NSPsDATA POINTER
C A=WORKING ARRAY
C JI= BLOCK NUMBER LOCALLY OF WRITE
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c
NBP > 1 1  
FIND(NOS*NBP)
C
IN=IS IGMl.NB)
NBA*IABS(NB)
C
DO 1000 IWsl.NBA
C
WRITE(NDS'NBP)(A(J.Jl>•J> 1•NMDB)
C
J1*J1+IN
NBP*NBP+IN
C
IF( IN.CT.00 ) GOTO 1000 
IFI NRP.LE.00 ) GOTO 1000
c
FIND! NDS•NBP )
C
1000 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE RDWRT(A .NLR.NHR.NR.NC)
C
REAL All)
GLOBAL STIFNESS MATRIX DATA HANDLING 
NR=NO. CF A ROW FOR TASK 
C NC*CONTROL FLAG
C -1=INITILIZE A FOR GSM LOADING
C 1=UPDATE FOR GSM LOADING. IF NR*0 FLUSH A.
C —2=INITIL1ZE A FOR REDUCTION OF GSM
C 2=UPDATE FOR RE UCT10N OF GSM
C —3=1NITILIZE A FOR REDUCTION OF RHS VECTOR
C 3=U°DATE FUR REOUDUCTICN OF RHS VECTOR
C —A =INITILIZE A FOR EACK SUB OF SCLCUT10N VECTOR
C 4=UPDATE FOR BACK SUB OF SCLUTICN VECTCR
C —5 = IN1TIL1ZE FOR REDUCTION REPAIR OF GSM
C 5=UPDATE FOR REDUCTICN REPAIR . SAME AS 2
C
COMMON/FLUNSD/NSND.NSED.NSEBC.NSESV.NSUGS.NSFGS 
♦ t NVSOt NVED•NVE BD« NVE SV.NVUGS.KVFGS tNSFFN
C
C FLUNSD=FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS FOR SAVING DATA
C NS ND=NOOE DATA
C NSED=ELEMENT DATA
C NSEBD=ELEMENT eASIC DATA
C NSESV=ELEMENT STATE VECTOR
C NSUGS=UNF ACTOR ED C-LOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
C NSFGS=FACTORED (REDUCED) GLOBAL STITFNESS MATRIX
C NV* S ARE ASSOCIATED VARIABLES TO CATA SETS 
C
COMMON/WRKPTN /NXS.NELS.NfcwP.NWR.NRWP.NWR3*NRRB.NRBWP. 
S NLRWP.NHRXP»NLBWP *NHEWP»IPANIC
c
C WRKPTN=WORKING PART ITICN OF UGSM OR FGSK
C NWWP=NUMBER OF WORDS IN WORKING PARTITICNIWP)
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C NWR=NUMeER OF FORDS IN A ROM (EANDBIOTH)
C NRWP=NUMBER OF ROBS IN WP
C NWRB=NUMBER OF BOROS IN A READ/WRITE BLOCK
C NRRBsNUMBER OF ROBS IN A REAO/BRITE BLOCK
C NRBWP=NUNBER OF R/B BLOCKS IN BP
C NLRWP=NUMBER OF THE LOB ROW IN BP
C NHRWP=NUNBER OF THE HIGH ROB IN BP
C NLBBP=NUMBER OF THE LOB BLOCK IN BP
C NH8WP=NUMBER OF THE HIGH BLCCK IN BP
CQMMON/DSCNTL/NBDS.LBUD.LBF D.NBUO.NBFD. NOTBP
C DSCNTL*OATA S E T  CONTROL
C N9DS=NUMBER OF BLOCKS OF OATA STCRED/TOBESTORED
C LBUD=LAST BLOCK OF UNFACTOREO OATA READ/BRITTEN
C LBFD=LAST BLOCK OF FACTORED OATA REAO/BRITTEN
C NBJD=NEXT BLOCK OF UNFACTORED DATA THAT BOULD
C BE READ/WRITTEN,RECORD POINTER
C FOR UNFACTOREO DATA.NSUGS
C NBFD= NEXT BLOCK OFFACTORED OATA THAT BOULD BE
C READ/MR ITTEN.RECORD POINTER.NSFGS
C NDTWP=DATA TYPE IN BORKING PARTITION
C 0=N0 DATA IN WORKING PARTITION
C -l*ALL UNREDUCED OATA
C -2=ALL REDUCED (FACTORED) OATA
C ♦NUR=MIXED.FACTORED DATA IN HIGH BLOCKS.
C UNFACTORED DATA IN LOBER BLOCKS.
C VALUE IS NUMBER OF FIRST UNFACTOREO RCW
DATA IZERO.ZERC/OO.0.0/
C
IF(NC.GT.OO) GO TO 6000 
NCA=IABS(NC)
GO TO (1000.2000.3000.4000.500d.NCA
INITIALIZE GLOEAL STIFFNESS MATRIX AND CATA SET
1000 DO 1010 J=I.NWMP 
1010 A(J)= 0.0
LRUD * 00
NBUD * 01
NLRWP*01
NHRWP=NRBP
NLBWPsOl
NH3WP=NRBBP
NDTWPs=~01
GO TO 9000
INITIALIZE WORKING ARRY FOR START OF RECUCTION 
OF GLOBAL STIFFNES MATRIX
2900 IF(NOTBP.NE.-01) GO TO 2020 
IF(NHBWP.EO.NBDS) GO TO 2060 
2020 NB=—NRBWP 
IlxNBDS 
JlxNRBWP
C
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C A LL  L O A D (N B .N M R B .1 1 .N S U G S . NBUD.  A .  J 1 )
C
2060 NBFD * NBDS 
NDTMPx-1
NLBWP=NHBMP—NRBWP+01 
NHRWP=NHBWP*NRRB 
NLRWP=NHRWP-NRWP*1 
GO TO 9000
C
C INITIALIZE WORKING ARRAY FOR REDUCTICN OP RHS VECTOR
C
3000 IF<NDTWP.NE.-C2) GO TO 3010
C
IFCNHB»P.EO.NBDS)GO TO 3030
C
3010 NB=—NRBWP 
I1=NBDS 
J1=NRBWP
C
CALL L0AD(N9.NWRB.I1.NSFGS.NBFD.A .J 1 1
C
NDTWP*-02
C
3030 NHBHPsNeDS
NHRWP=NHBWP*NRRB 
NLBWP=NHBWP-NRBWP401 
M.RWP=NHRWP-NRWP401 
GO TO 9000
C
C INITIALIZE FOR EACK SUBSTITUTION OF SCLUTICN VECTOR
C
A 000 IFINDTMP.NS.-02) GO TC 4010 
IF(NLBWP.EO*01) GO TO 4040
C
4010 NB=NRBWP 
11 = 01 
Jt = 01
c
CALL LOADtNB.NMR3.11.NSFGS.NBFD.A.J1)
C
NDTWP*—02
C
4040 NLBMP=01 
NLRWP=01 
NHBWP=NRBWP 
NHRWP=NRMP 
GO TO 9000
C
C INITIALIZE WORKING ARRAY FOR REPAIR RECUCTION
C
5000 NRB=(NR4NRRB—01 l/NRRB
C
IF(NRB.NG.NHBWP) GO TO 5010 
IF(IABS(NDTWP).LT.02) GOTO S010
C
IF(NDTWP.LT.00) GO TO 5020 
IF(NDTWP.LE.NR) GO TC S020
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c
I1*(N0TMP*NRRB-0II/NRRB 
NB*NHBMP-U 
J1*NRBWP-NB 
NB=— ( NB+01)
GO TO SOXS
C
5010 Jl^NRBMP 
I1*NHBMP
NB*-INHBMP-NRB401)
C
5015 CALL LOAOtNB.NMRB.I1.NSFGS.NBFD•A.J1)
C
NHBMP *NHB 
NMRMP=NHBMP*NRRB
c
C LOAO IN PARTIAL BLOCK
C
5020 NMSxNRB-01
NLBMP=NHBMP-NRBMP*01 
JZ=NtfRS»(NMB-NLBMP)+01 
NLRMP=(NLBWF-01)*NRRB*01 
JMX=(NR-NLR WP*01)*N MR-01 
NREST*NMRB—JMX
C POSITION RECORC POINTER CN NSGSM
NBUO=NRB
FINDCNSUGS'NBUD)
READ! NSUGS* NBUCHAI Jl.JzJZ. JMX).IOU*•J*1.NREST) 
NBUD=NBUO«01
C LOAD REST OF MORKING PARTITION
NB=NRE—NLEMP
IF(NB.LE.OO) GO TO 5030
CALL LOAD !-N□.NMRB.NMB.NSUGS.NBUO.A.NB>
5030 NLRWP=(NLBKP-01)*NRRB40l
GO TO 9000
C END OF INITIALIZATION ROUTINES
C START OF UP DATE ROUTINES
6000 GO TOI6100.6200.6300.6400.6200)*NC
C UPDATE GSM LOADING. FLUSH IF HR*0.
6100 11=NLBMP 
Jl=01 
NB=0I
IF(NR.EO.0) NB=NRBMP
C
CALL UNLOAD!NB.NMRB.11.NSUGS.NBUD•A .J1)
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c
IF(NR.NE.O) CO TO 6105 
NDTWP*-01 
GOTO 9000
c
6105 CALL RPPLIA.NRBWP.NWRB.01)
C
JNX*NWWP
J1*JMX-NWR3+01
c
DO 6110 J*J1.JMX 
6110 A(J>*0.0
C
NDTWP*-01
C
NLRWP=NLRWP+NRRB
NHRWP=NHRWP*NRRB
NLBWP*NLBWP+01
NHBWP=NHBWP*01
C
GO TO 9000
UPDATE FGSM OURING REDUCTION FRCM UGSM TO FGSM
6200 Jl=NReWP 
X1=NHBWP 
NB*-01
IF(NR.EO.O) NB=—NRBWP
CALL UNLOAD(NB•NWRB* 111NSFGS#NBF0•A •J11
IFCNR.GT.O) GO TO 6210
NDTWP*- 02 
GO TO 9000
6210 CALL RPPL(A.NRBWP'NWRB«—Oil
NDTWP*NR 
NLRWP=NLRWP—NRRB 
NLBWP*NLBWP—01 
NHRWP=NHR*P-NRRB 
NHBWP=NH3WP-01
II = NLBWP 
J1 * 01
CALL LOAO< N8.NWRB.11.NSUGS.NBUD.A.J1 1 
GO TO 9000
UPDATE CURING REDUCTION OF RHS VECTOR 
6300 CALL RPPLCA.NREWP.NWRB.-Ol>
C
Jl*01
I1=NLB«P-01 
NB=— 01
C
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C A LL  L O A D (N B .N M R B * 1 1 .N S F G S .N B F D .A .J 1 )
C
NLBMP * NLBMP-Ol 
NHBMP * NHBMP-01 
NLRMP « NLRMP - NRRB 
NHRMP * NHRMP - NRRB
C
GO TO 9000
c
C UPDATE DURING BACK SUBSTITUTION OF SOLUTION
C
6400 CALL RPPL(A.NRBMP.NMRB .401)
c
J1*NRBMP
I1=NHBMP+01
NS*01
C
CALL LOAD(NB.NMRB.11.NSFGS.NBFD.A.J1}
C
NDTWP— 02
C
l«.RMP=NLRMP4NRRB
NHRMP=NHRMP+NRRB
NLBMP^NLBMP+01
NHBMP=NHBMP401
C
9000 NLR = NLRMP 
NHR * NHRMP
MRITE(7,*)»RDm RTNLRMP.NHRMP.NLBMP, NHBMP
C
IF( IPANIC.EO.OO ) RETURN
C
MRITE(7.1 XAtJJ, J=| ,NMWP)
1 FORMAT(IP 13E10.2 }
C
RETURN
C
END
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c
C DERIVATIVE SUBROUTINE FOR MATERIAL BEHAVIOR 
C
c
SUBROUTINE SVDSBRC SVD.SV.D )
C
REAL SVDC5».SV<4).D(6J.EE(3).SGf3»
C
COMMON/ELMDTA/ B(18>•E(9).BTE(18).NU(3)
C
COMMON/TIME/T•OT .DTRMN.DTRMX.DTP.TPR,DTPR.T1LOAD.FJLCAL>.
* T2L0A0.F2L0A0.FSLF.FSLP.JUMP.IR.1VRT
c
COMMON/ST ASH/TST1.TST2. DDTR •PSRNX.SVMMX(lO).MXSTRS(lO)
t
COMMON/CNSTTV/ZItZO.Z1•OO.EM.EN.A.R•YM.C1«C2tC3*C4«C5
c
CALL MXMf EE.3.3.1.B.3.D.6.6 )
<
DO 0100 1st,3
0100 EE(II * EEC I) - SV(I)
CALL MXMf SG.3.3.1.E.3.EE.3.3 )
IFf IHRT.LE.06 I GOTO 0110 
WRITE(7.*)*EE*.EE 
HRITEf7,*)*SG*.SG
t
0110 SGA B ( SG(1)+SG(2> 1*0.333333 
SG< 1 ) = SG( 1 )— SGA 
SGC2) * SG{2 1— SGA
t
C SECOND INVARIANT OF OEVIATORIC STRESS TENSOR 
SJ2 - 0.5*( SG{1)* SG{1)+SG12)*SG(2 )+SGA*SGA )
♦ * SGf3}*SG(3)
C
C VON MISES STRESS 
SVM * SORT( 3.0*SJ2 I
C
IFf IHRT.GT.02 ) HR1TE(7«*) •SVM,SGA*.SVM,SGA
z * svf*>
D2 b  SVM/Z
c
IFf 02.GT. 0.05 ) GOTO 0150
C
SL = 0.0
02 b  0.0
GOTO 0155 
0150 D2 b C4+C2*D2**C1
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02 * TEXPI 02 I 
SL m D2/SVM
IF( IMRT.LE.05 I OOTO 0155
C
MRITEf7.*)»SL.D2.SVM*.SL.D2.SVM
C
0155 ZZ1 * A M AXK .001 • CZ-ZI)/Zl 1 
ZOt * C5 ♦ RAALOGI ZZI )
ZD1 * TEXPI ZD1 )
Z02 = A M A X K  0.0.C3*CZ1-Z)ASL*SJ2 1 
0160 ZD * ZD2 - ZD1
C
IF( IMRT.GT.OA ) MRITE(7••>»ZD••ZD»Z0l.ZD2
C
DG 0200 I-1.3
0200 SVDtl) * SL«SG(I)
SVDI4) * ZD 
SVD(S) * SVM
C
RETURN
C
c
END
C
c***»*************** *********************************•♦***.
c
SUBROUTINE PUTOUTC eS.ON.FN.FPN I
c
C JUST A SIMPLE ROUTINE FOR DUMPING THE RESULTS. IF ANY.
C
REALAA DNl2.1)«FN(2.1).FPN(2.1)•SVI10)iFP(2.3)
LOGICAL*1 BN(2.1)
C
COMMON/FLUNSO/ NSND.NSED.NSEBD.NSESV.NSUGS.NSFGS.
♦ NVND.NVED.NVE3D.NVESV.NVUGS.NVFGS.NSFFN
c
COMMON/ELMDTA/ BM(3.6 ).CM!3 .3 ).BTCMI18).NUI3)
C
COMMON/SPCMN/ A.B.C.D.RA»RB.RC.E.G.THK.FCLO(10) <FCSTR(20)
♦ .YSTRC20)•
♦ NA.NB.NC.LDNDdOI.NNOS.NELSc
COMMON/TIME/T,DT.DTRMN.DTRMX.DTP.TPR.DTPR.T1L0A0.F1L0AD.
♦ 72L0AD.F2L0AD.FSLF.FSLP.JUMP.IRUN.IMRT
C
CQMMON/STASH/TST1,T ST2.ODTR.PSRMX.SVFMXI10).PLSTRNC10)
♦ •MXSTRSt10)
c
C INITIALIZE PLASTIC NODE FORCES 
C
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DO 0400 1*1.2 
DO 0400 J*1.NNJ>S 
0400 FPN(I.J) * 0.0
c
IFC IRUN.LE.02 ) GOTO 0900
C
DO 0600 NEL*1# NELS 
READCNSEBD'NEL) BM,CM,3TCM.NU 
READC NSESV* NEL) SV.FP
C
DO 0500 1*1.3 
J * NU(I t 
DO 0500 K=1.2
0500 FPN(K.J) * FPNCK.J) + FPCK.I)
C
0600 CONTINUE
C
C SUM X S Y FORCES AS CHECK ON SOLUTION VERACITY.
C
0900 SUMX * 0.0 
SUMY * 0.0
c
VRITEC6.1} T 
DO 1000 U*1.NNDS
C
SUMX * SUMX « FN(l.J)
FNCl.Ji * FNI1.J) - FPNC1.J)
SUMY * SUMY ♦ FN(2.J»
FNC2.JI * FNC2.J) - FPNC2.J)
C
IFC IWRT.LE.Ol ) GOTO 1000
MR I TE(6.2)J.(BN( K. J ) . D M  K . J  t .FN (K • J) .K*l,2)
C
1000 CONTINUE
c
WRITEI7 » * J• SUMX.SUMY*.SUMX.SUMY
c
C COMPUTE THE STRESS PROFILE AT THE MID LINE 
C
C GET THE SUM OF FORCES AND STRESSES 
C
NL * NA ♦ 01 
SUMY * 0.0
DO 2000 1*1.NL
SUMY = FNI2.I) ♦ SUMY
FNI2.I) * FNC2.I)/FCSTR(I)
2000 CONTINUE 
SUMY * -SUMY 
STRAVG = SUMY/ITHK4A)
IFC STRAVG.EQ.0.0 > STRAVG * 1.0 
STCNTR = —F N (2.1)/STRAVG
C
SUMY * SUMY42.0
MRITEI6.*)* APPLIED LOAO. AVG STRESS*. SUMY.STRAVG 
MRITEC6.*)* VON MI SEE/MIO NFRC*. SVFMXC1).FN(2.1 1 
WR1TEI6.4}* STRESS CONCENTRATICN1• STCNTR
C
IFC IMRT.LT.Ol I RETURN
C
MRITEC6,* I• STPESS VS MIDLINE POSITION*
MRITEC6.*)* '.CFNC2.II.YSTR(I)•1*1»NL)
MRITEC6.*)* MAX STRESS ELEMENTS*
WRITEC6.*) ( MXSTRSCI> »SVMMXC1).PLSTRNCI 1.1*1.10 )
C
RETURN
C
1 FORMAT C * 0 PUTOUT PUTS OUT AT TIME ...*.F8.2)
2 FORMAT 11 4.IP 2CL2.2E13.4I)
C
END
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LTAGL 2 OF 1;1L i j£
B E A L *4  TH ( 4 0 0 )  ,DH  i4U O j , I H  (LOO) ,E C T (Jb O O ) 
lN IE C E I . * ; !  a U E l lo J J j  
L O G IC A L * )  B A (4 0 J )
a X lE  JOBN.R |o )  ,F IL » liS (  l 4 j  ,C e ,C D t C E t,.:? ,C G  ,C L ,  C N, C S ,C U ,C V
C
C O flH O l./F L U J IS D /U S N D .k ii. i/ .M o E B D .llS E S V .N S U J S .liiF G S  
‘  ,3 V S iD , ; .V E D , ilV iu D ,i i» S S V ,l> V 0 3 S ,-» V F & :; , I IS F F ll
W
C u K .IC A /. H K ? IA /H j; .» ,» E i .S , i l lV l i? ,h ifA , l l i iS P ,  HMKB,
A NAAB, Mfi J  UP,  iaLEAV,
i  S t ia U p . l iL B k ? .  » n S « ? ,IP A M lC
C
E QUIVALENCE ( ABAS'D ,II h j ,  ,  ( H u . i ' . l iB S i iP )  ,  (C D , F IL N A (  1) )  ,  ( C L ,F IL H A ( 2 )  )
C
BATA K«ED/1o/,HAHD/1o/,..;.2jD/o4/
JaTA NWAE/Ajo/
BAT A A S Z /J o O U /
BAT A H i l iE E . N iL J / J J O ,  O U /
BATA F1LN.R (1 ) , F I L S a t 2 ) ,F iL A K ( J J  .F IL A R  (1 0 )  ,  F IL R  A ( 14)
♦ /  ’ D* ,  *L> .  ,  • • /
B m I a C D , C4 ,  L  F , C d f L w , CU, IV
C
100U LEAD  |E .  1} JO uH A , X i\U H ,N S H D ,tl5 E D ,IP A Iii.C
C
I F (  Iu U R .E v i.C U  ) m Z t l i i i d
C
DC lJ b D  J = l , o
lOBO F IL A R  = J O i ib R iJ )
H E A ^ ( b ,» )  bo£D D ,N EUu:>
B A IT  £ ( b ,  I ]  J O E f..T ,*n U a # io lB , » ( J £ D ,B S i:B B , MSDGS
C
1 F (  I 2 U s . L I . 0 J  ) k E A D (B , I )  (F1LK.T ( J )  , J ' 4 , b )
XF ( A3ND . L t .  03  ) uO ZJ lO bO
F ILG .“. ( 1 I)  = CM
F IL A R  (1 2 )  = Cl)
F IL A  R ( I I )  = C l)
O rEA
♦ ( U N IT=  NEH D , N A.1 E = F iL A  3 ,  A i-^L S 3 =  ' D 1 H E C I' ,  ASSOCIATEV A H I ALLE=HVHD,
♦ flc C C 4 D S 1 2 4 = d A 'b i), X IP £ S 'O L D ', D Z5Ps l  KE E P 1 )
C
I0 6 U  F IL A R  ( I  1} -= CL
F I L 1 H ( 1 2 j  = CL
F IL A R  ( 13 ) = CD
OPEh
♦ (U S l? s N 5 F D ,A  A A ^  F IL s  A , *C C £ 3 o s> D IH E C T '.A E S O C IA T E V A B IA B L E ^N V E L ,
♦ A L C O A D 3 I Z s = b * h D , I i f i= ' O L D * ,B 1 S P = 'F E E ? *  J
C
1 0 f t )  I F  I  hS S fcO .LE .U O  ) GOTO 1 0 0 0
F IL b A ( 1  1) = CL
F IL A R ( 1 2 )  = CB
I I L N f l ( U )  *  CD
C rE tl
» (USX 1 = N J E B D , NAR E =FLLG A , A iC L G S 3 '  D I2 E C 1 '  ,  A 5S C C IA TE V  A K I A i)LE=UV EBB,
♦ BELCH 1 3 1 Z I-S V  E sD , '11 ? *= /!»  Eb • ,  L IS P 3 * K E E P ')
C
11)01) C v H T lA U E
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c
C t i l ?  THE P J Ia liiE T & A J  i U u A  S IA G E  I*
C
BEAD ( b ,  J )  bX3 ,  n E LS , L tf a ,  B B a S , B i'LB g  NLBDS, RPEDS 
iP I T E ( ' / , • )  • S l t i 2 '  , t Z S , E k i , l iB h B , I I V L 5 , k lB D S , l l iB D S
C
C CALCULATE S IS S IN U  P A & A f l i .T i i iS
NEE3 3 NiiLB/NiiE
N oil?  -  S J L /N « a
tin  j a p  — SLAP/HERB
N B 3» r 3  S ILO  (3a3k 'P ,K LB O S J
KEEP 3 NFE5*EEDW?
SWH? 3 SEWr’EEL
C
IF  ( k S U U J .L E .U U  j  GOTO IU 0 0
F IL E S (1 I )  3 CU 
F IL E  S ( IE }  3 CU 
H L » .1 ( 1 J }  3 CS
OPEN
*  (U M T 3 SS'JuS# t.AKE3 F iL N . l ,  AcC EUS3 '  Ola S C I ' ,  AS SOCI A TL»  AaIABLE3 K VUUS ,
♦ ELCCE 0 J l a L 3 N « i. i)# l  iP E 3 '  SEN'  .D IS P O S E 3 'K E E P '}
C
2 0 0 0  C A LL  CNSUKS1 E O T .K IS  ,N '.E ,N E L S  )
C
k 2 I T L ( 7 , » j  'C LO SIN G  DAI* S E T S . ’
I F  I N 3N 3. O l.U U  ) CLOSE IUE'1T3 *SND )
I F  I ESEO. 0 1 .  O'J } C L u S E tJ M T = E S L D }
I F  ( N S E 30 . GT.UU } CLOSE ( U M T 3 ESE50)
IE  ( f iS U G 3 .G I.U 3  } C aJS E  (U N IT 3 NSUGS}
OCTO 1000
1 F C iS A I  ( 1 A . t A M L i b / l A ,  I j I S ,
2 PUi',FO-«Al(12X°FV J,l,'>',U Aa“Al IH5UiTICE“I'HSZ*!1BAN0'llW,J:’'»J1'JJ 
ENG
3
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SUBROUTINE MXM( C.NC. N.N. A.NA. B.NB. NCTR >
REAL C(NC«1)*A(NA*1)*B(NB*1)
C C * A*B OR C * AT*B OR C * A*BT 
C NCTR IS THE CONTRACTION INDEX RANGE
C M IS THE NUMBER OF ROMS IN THE RESULT* C. IF M.LT.O C=AT*B 
C N IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN RESULT* C. IF N.LT.O C=A*BT 
C A DOUBLE PREC INNER PRODUCT IS ACCUMULATED.
REAL*8 SUM*AD*BO 
C SET UP BRANCHES ANO INDEX RANGES.
NROW * IABS(M)
NCOL * lABStN)
ASSIGN 100 TO IGET 
IF C M.GT.00 ) GOTO 10 
ASSIGN 200 TO IGET 
10 ASSIGN 409 TO JGET 
IF( N.GT.00 ) GOTO 20 
ASSIGN 500 TO JGET 
20 OO 700 I=1,NRQ«
DO 700 J=l*NCOL 
SUM a 0.D0 
00 600 KS1.NCTR 
GOTO IGET .(100.200)
100 AD a A(I.K)
GOTO 300
200 AO a A(K.I I
390 GOTO JGET .(400*500)
400 BO a B(K.J)
GOTO 600
500 BO a B(J.K)
600 SUM a SUM * AD4BD 
700 C(I.J) a SUM
RETURN
END
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c
C PLASTIC SINGLE STEP WITH BASTARD 2ND ORDER fi-K 
C
C
SUBROUTINE PLSSTPC ON.FN )
C
REAL ON <2.11.FNC2.1).SVOC4).SV(4) .DLPC2.3).DLOC2.3).FPt2.3) 
REAL B( 18).EC9).BTEC18).SVOlC5 > .SV02C5)
INTEGER NU(3)
C
COMMON/TIME/T.OT.DTRMN,DTRMX.DTP.TPR.DTPR.T1LOAD.F1LOAD.
♦ T2LOAD.F2LOAD.FSLF.FSLP.JUMP.Ifi.I*RT
C
COMMON/STASH/TSTI.TST2.DDTR.PSRMX.SVKMXC10>.PLSTRN(10)
♦ ,M XSTRSC10)
C
COMMON/ELMOTA/e.E.BTE.NU
C
COMMON/FLUNSD/NSND.NSEO.NSEBD.NSESV.NSUGS.NSFGS.
♦ NVND.NVED.NVEBD.NVESV.NVUGS.NVFGS•KSFFK
C
COMMON/MRKPTN/NXS.NELS.IDM(11)
c
COMMON/CNSTTV/ZI.ZO.ZI .DO.EM.EN.A>R.YM.C1.C2.C3.C4 *C5
C
OATA OLP/O..O..O..O..O..O.Z
c
• RITE(7•*)»PL. T.DT.DTP*.T.DT.DTP 
IFC DTP.NE.0.0 ) GOTO 0050 
DTDTP x 0.0
GOTO 0060 
0 05 0 DTOTP x FSLF4DT/DTP 
0060 DT2 * DT/2.0
C
PSRMX = 0.0 
DO 0070 1x1,10 
MXSTRSCI) ■ 00 
0070 SVMMX(I) x 0.0
c
DO 1000 NELxl.NELS
C
READCNSESV* NEL ) SVO.DLP.FP.SVD2 
READC NSEBD* NEL) B,E.BTE.NU
C
DO 0109 I>1.3 
J = NUI I >
OO 0100 K x 1.2 
O L OCK.I) x DNCK.J)
DLPCK.I) x DLO(K.I) ♦ DTDTPAC DLOCK.I)-DLFCK.I) )
0100 CONTINUE
C
CALL SVDSBR(SVDl.SVO.DLO)
c
DO 0200 Ixl.4
SVC I) = SVOCI) ♦ DT4SVD1(I)
c
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C COMPUTE STEP CHANGER PARAMETER 
C
PSR * ABSC SVD1C D + S V 0 2 C  I) )
PSR * ABSC SVD1C H - S V D 2 C  I) I/C TST2+PSR I 
IF( PSR.LE.PSRMX ) GOTO 0200 
PSRMX x PSR 
0200 CONTINUE
C
C TRUNCATE SVCA). IF NEEDED 
IF( SVCAI.GT.Zl > S VC4) « 21
C
CALL SVDSBRC SVD2 tSV »DLP>
C
DO 0300 I>l«4
C
SVOCI) x SVOCI) * DT2*C SVD1CI1+SVD2C1) ) 
0300 CONTINUE
C
C TRUNCATE SV0C4) IF NEEDED 
IF( SV0C4».GT.21 I SV0C4) x Z1
C LOCATE 10 HIGHEST VON M1SES STRESSES 
C
SVM x 0.5*1 SVD1(5)♦SVD2C5) I
C
DC 03S0 Ixl.io 
J = 11-1
IFC SVM.LE.SVMMXCJ) ) GOTO 0360 
03S0 CONTINUE 
J x 00
0360 J x J ♦ 01 
IFC J.GT.tO ) GOTO 0370 
SVMMXCU) = SVM 
MXSTRSCJ) x KEL 
PLSTRNCJ) x SV0C2)
0370 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE PLASTIC FORCES 
C
CALL MXMC FP.6.6.1.BTE.6.SV0.3.3 )
C
DO 0400 1x1,3 
J x NUCI)
DO 0400 Kxl,2
FNCK.J) x FNCK.J) ♦ FPCK.I)
0400 CONTINUE
C
IFC IMRT.LT.S ) GOTO 0410 
MRITE!7,*|» NEL’ *NEL 
MRITEC7.*)* SV'.CSVOCI).Ixl.4)
WRITEC7»* I • SVD1* t SVD1 
WRITEC7,*)* SV02* t SVD2 
VRITEC 7,♦)' PLSF*,FP 
0410 CONTINUE
c
VRITECNSESV'NEL) SV0.DL0.FP.SVD2
C
1000 CONTINUE
C
T x T ♦ DT
•RITEC7 ,*)*PL» T.DT.DTP*.T.DT.DTP 
DTP x DT
C
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE UPDBOFI BN.DN.FN 1
C
C THIS IS THE LOADING PROGRAM 
C
LOGICAL*! BN!2.1)
REAL** DN(2.11.FNI2.1 ) .A.B.C.D*RA,RB.RC.E.G,T.FCLD.FCSTR,YSTR
* .FORCE.SPCM!16.5).DUM(6).2ERCI3)
INTEGER*2 NA,NB.NC.LDND.JUMP.KNTRL
C
COMMON/ SPCMN / A .B.C.O.RA.RB>RC.E.G.THK
* *FCLO(!0).FCSTR(20)>YSTR(20)
* .NA.NB.NC.LONOI10).NDS.NELS
C
COMMON/CNSTTV/ZI*Z0.Z1.DO* EM.EN.AMTL.RMTL•YM.C1.C2.C3.C*.C5
C
COMMON/FLUNSD/ NSND.NSED.NSEBD.NSESV.NSUGS.NSFGS.
* NVND.NVEO.NVE3D.NVESV.NVUGS.NVFGS.NSFFN
C
COMMON/TIME/T•DT.DTRMN.DTRMX.DTP »TPR »DTPR.Tl.Fi.T2.F2
* .FSLF.FSLP.JUMP.IR.INRT
C
COMMON/ELMDTA/ BMX!18),CBTMX!27).NU(3)
C
COMMON/STASH/TST1.TST2.DDTR.PSRMX.SVMKX!10).PLSTRNC10)
* » MXSTRSt10)
C
EQUIVALENCEISPCM! 1. D . A )
C
DATA ZERO/O..0..0./
C
C GET SPECIMEN PARAMETERS FROM NSND CATA SET 
C
IF! IMRT.GT.00 )
* WRITE(7.*)•UPDATE*»JUMP.NSND.NSED.NSEBD.NSESV.NSUGS.NSFGS 
IF! JUMP.LT.00 ) RETURN
IF! JUMP.EQ.00 ) GOTO 3000 
IF! JUMP.EQ.01 ) GOTO *000
C
NNOS * JUMP
C
NNP = NNOS * 0 1  
FIND! NSND*NNP )
C
DO 0*00 J*1.5
IF! IMRT.GT.00 > MRITEI7.*)•SPCMN•.J 
NNP * NNDS ♦ J
0*00 READ!NSND*NNP) !SPCMtl.J).1=1.16)
C
MRITEI6.*)'SPECIMEN PARAMETERS'
WRITE!6.*) A.B.C.D.RA.RB.RC.E.G.THK 
MRITE!6.*) NA.NB.NC.NDS.NELS 
NL * NC ♦ 01
MRITE!6.* >! LDND!J).FCLD!J)•J=1.NL )
NL * NA ♦ 01
WRITE!6 .*)1YSTRIJ).FCSTRt J ).Je I.NL)
NL * NC ♦ 01
C
IF! IR.LE.02 > GOTO *60
C
READIS. *> Z1.ZO.21,DO.EM.EN,AMTL.RMTL.VM 
MRITE!6•*>' eODNER MAIL FARMS'. ZI.Z0.Z1.D0 
MRITE!6.*)' *.EN,EM.AMTL.RMTL,VM
C
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Ct *-C EN+EN )
C2 s (EN41 • 0 )/Cl 
C3 = EM+EM 
C4 * ALOG( DO )
C5 «= ALOG( Z14AMTL )
MRITEC6«* ) * ODE COFF*.Cl«C2.C3.C4,C5
C
C NULL ALL FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS 
C
0460 DO 0500 J=1.NNDS 
FN(I.J) ~  0.0 
FNC2.J) * 0.0 
DN(l.J) *  0.0 
DNt 2.J) =  0.0 
0500 CONTINUE
c
C ALL SN  SHOULD BE SET BY THE AUTOGENERATE PRCG. PEAD NSND. 
C
IFC NSND . L E .00 ) RETURN
C
FINDC N S N D • 1 >
C
DO 2000 Is l.NNDS
READ( N S N D * I ) DUM.CBMJ.I).J*1.2)
2000 CONTINUE 
CLOSE! UNITsNSNO )
C
IF( NSEBD.LE.00 ) GOTO 3000
C
DO 2500 NEL*1.NELS
C
C INITIALIZE ALL ELEMENTS TO START CONDITIONS 
C
WRIT ECNSESV*NEL) ZERO.ZO.ZERC.ZERC.ZERG.ZERO
C
IFC YM.LE.0.0 ) GOTO 2500
C
C UPDATE THE ELEMENT ELASTIC OATA BY SCALING THE MODULI 
C
READ C NS EBD * NEL) BMX.CeTMX.NU
c
DO 2400 J = 1 .27
2400 CBTMXCJ) = CdTMXCJ)*YM
C
WRITEC NSEBO* NEL) BMX.CBTMX.NU
C
2500 CONTINUE
C
3000 IFC IR.GT.02 ) GOTO 3100
READ!5.4) FORCE
03 3050 1*1.NXS
FNCt.I) * 0.0
3050 FNC2.I) 33 0.0
GOTO 42 00
C
3100 T1 * -1.0 
T2 * 0.0 
FI * 0.0 
F2 * 0.0 
FORCE = 0.0 
FSLP “ 0.0 
FSLF * 0.0 
C KICK AROUND ON SET UP CALL 
GOTO A200
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c
C DETERMINE REFERENCE STEP SIZE IN T 
C
4000 IF( PSRMX.GE.TST2 ) GOTO 4010 
IFC PSRMX.LE.TST1 ) GOTO 4020 
OTR = DTRMX-C PSRMX-TST1 )*DDTR 
GOTO 4025 
4010 OTR * OTRMN 
GOTO 4025 
40?0 OTR * 01RMX
c
C CHECK TIME TO NEXT SEGMENT OF FORCE PROFILE 
C
4025 T2T = T2 - T 
DT * OTR
IFC T2T.GT.0.031254DTR } GOTO 4100 
T1 * T2 
FI * F2
IFC NSFFN.LT.00 ) GOTO 9000 
READC5.*) T2.F2
IFC I MPT.GT.00 ) MR ITE 16 » 4 )* T.F».T2.F2
•RITEC7 »*)• T.F*.T2.F2
IFC T2.LE.Tt J GOTO 9000
FSL * (F2-F11/CT2-T1)
IFC ABSC FSL).GE.ABSC FSLP)*0.5 ) GOTO 4030 
FSLF *  0.0
GOTO 4060
4030 IF! FSL4FSLP.GE.0.0 ) GOTO 4040 
FSLF ■ 0.0
GOTO 4060 
4040 FSLF * 1.0 
4060 FSLP * FSL 
OT * DTR
GOTO 4150 
4100 FSLF * 1.0 
DT * DTR
IFC T2T.GT. 1.2S43TR ) GOTO 4150 
OT * T2T
4150 FORCE * CT-T114FSLP ♦ FI
IFC I MR T.GT.00 ) MRITEC7.4)‘FORCE*.FCRCE
C
4200 FORCE * 0.54FORCE 
NL * NC ♦ 01 
DO 4300 J*t»NL 
LJ - LONO(J)
IFC LJ.LE.00 ) GOTO 4300 
FNC2.LJ) = FNC2.LJ) + F0RCE4FCLDCJ)
4300 CONTINUE 
JUMP * 01
MRITE(7»*)<0T.DTR.FSLF«,DT,DTR,FSLF
c
RETURN
C
9000 JUMP * -01
c
RETURN
END
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C STAGE 3 PLASTIC/ELASTIC DRIVER PROGRAM 
C
REAL*A FNC400).DN(*001.F PN(400 I.EGTC3600)
INTEGER42 N U E < 1800)
L0GICAL*1 BN(400)
BYTE J03NM(6).FILNM<14).CB.CD.CE.CF.CG.CL.CN.CS.CU.CV
C
COMMON/FLUNSD/’NSNO.NSED.NSEBD.NSESV.NSUGS.NSFGS
* .NVND.NVED.NVEBO.NVESV.NVUGS.NVFGS.NSFFN
C
COMMON/SPCMN/1SPCMN(160)
C
COMMON/TIME/T•OT.DTRMN.DTRMX.DTP.TPR.OTPR.T1 LOAD.F1L0AD. 
4- T2LOAD.F2LOAD.FSLF,FSLP•J UMP.IR.IMRT
C
COMMON/ST ASH/TST1 »T ST2.DDTR.PSRMX »SVMMXt 10)* PLSTRNC 10)
* .MXSTRSt10)
C
COMMON/CNSTTV/BOD(14)
C
COMMON/WRKPTN/NXS.NELS.NWWP.NWR.NRXP.NVRB.
* NRRO.NRBWP.NLRWP.
S NHRWP.NL BWP•NHBWP.IPANIC
C
EQUIVALENCE!MBAND.NWR)•!CD.FILNM(1)).(CL.FILNMf2))
C
C0MM0N/DSCNTL/M-33S.L8U0.LBFD *N9UD.N3F0.NDTWP
C
DATA NWED/16S.NWND/16/.NWEB0/64/.NWESV/32/
DATA NWRB/2S6/
DATA MSZ/3600/
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DATA MXNDS.NELS/300.00/
DATA FILNMd).FILNM(2).FILNM<3).FILKP(10).FILKM(14)
♦ / »d » • • ••• • • • /
DATA CB. CE. CF. CC. CN, CS. CU. CV
♦ /•B*.»E,.*F«.»G».,N » . » S ,*»U,.,V»/
C
CALL P E S T U P d )
C
3000 JUMP * NXS/2
c
IR * lABS(IR)
CALL UPDBDFCBN.DN.FN)
C
IFCCIR/2)*2.E0.IR) GOTO 3100
C
CALL DUDCRt NXS.EGT.NMR.BN.NXS 1
C
3100 IFd R . L E . 0 2 )  GOTO SOOO
C
C PLASTIC/ELASTIC PROBLEM 
C
READ!5.* JDTRMN.DTRMX.TST1.TST2.DTPR.TPR
DTST12 * TST2— TST1
DDTR “ ( DTRMX—DTRMN 1/DTST12
DTP « 10.
DT * OTRMN 
I«RT ■ 00 
T*0.0
■R1TEI6.A)•STARTUP. T» DTRMN.DTRFX.TST1.TST2. DTPR. TPR • 
MRITE(6.*)T.DTRMN.DTRMX.TST1.TST2.0TFR.TPR
C
C TOP OF PLASTIC LOOP 
C
4000 DO 4100 Isl.NXS 
4100 FN(I) * 0.0
c
C GLOBAL NODE FORCES ARE NULL TO ALLOk AODING OF PLASTIC FORCES 
C
CALL PLSSTPI DN.FN 1
c
1F(JUMP.LT.00 > GOTO 5100
c
CALL UPDBDF1BN.DN.FN)
c
CALL OUSVXtNXS.EGT«NMR*BN.DN.FN)
C
IF(T.LT.TPR) GOTO 4000 
I«RT * 1RVT
CALL PUTOUTtBN.DN.FN.FPN)
TPR = TPR «■ DTPR 
GOTO 4 000
c
C END OF PLASTIC LOOP
c
5000 CALL OUSVXt NXS.EGT.NMR.BN.DN.FN)
C
5100 CALL PUTOUT C BN »DN.FN.FPN)
C
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CALL PESTUPI2)
C
STOP •STAGES'
C
END
C STAGE 3 SETUP FOR PLAST!C;"ELASTIC FEW PROGRAM 
C
SUBROUTINE PESTUPI KICK >
C
BYTE J0BNMI6)•FILNMI14).CB.CD.CE.CF.CG.CL .CN.CS.CU.CV
C
COMMON/FLUNSD/NSND.NSED.NSEBD.NSESV.NSUGS.NSFGS
♦ .NVND.NVED.NVE8D. NVESV.NVUGS.NVFGS•NSFFN
C
COMMON/SPCMN/1SPCMN(160)
C
COMMON/TIME/T.DT.DTRMN.DTRMX.DTP.TPR.DTPR.T1LOAD.F1L0AD.
♦ T2L0AD.F2L0AD.FSLF.FSLP.JUMF.IRUN.tMRT
c
COMMON/STASH/T ST 1.TST2.DDTR.PSRMX.SVMMXC10).PLSTRNI10)
♦ .MXSTRS110)
c
COMMON/CNSTTV/eO 0(14)
c
COMMON/MRKPTN/NXSt NELS.NMMP .KMR.NRMP.NIIRB •
S NRRB.NRB MP.NLRMP.
% NHRMP.NLBMP.NHBMP.IPANIC
C
EQUIVALENCE(MBAND.NMR)•(CO.FILNMC1)>.(CL *FILNM(2))
C
COMMON/DSCNTL/NLBDS.LBUD.LBFD.NBUD.NBFD.KDTMP
C
DATA NWED/16/. NMND/16/.NMEBD/64/.NMESV/32/
DATA NWRB/256/
DATA MSZ/3600/
OATA MXNOS .NCLS/3 03 .00/
DATA FILNMI1).FILNM(2).FILNMI3 ) .FILNMC10).FILNMI14)
♦ / •d* * *l • « •:• • • • • /'
OATA CB. CE. CF. CG. CN. CS. CU. CV
♦ /•B'.'E'.'F' ••G*.»h,.*S».»U».,V»/
C
GOTO I 1000.6000 )• KICK
c
1000 READ!S.1)JOBNM.IRUN.NSND.NSED.NSEBD.NSUGS•NSFFN.IRYT. I PAN IC
C
IF( IRUN.EO.00 ) RETURN
c
oo loso jst.e
1050 FILNMIJ+03) « JCBNMIJ)
c
READ I S.*) NSFGS.NSESV
C
WRITEI6.1)J03NM,IRUN.NSND.NSED.NSEBD.NSUGS.NSFFN.NSFGS.NSESV
c
IF! IRUN.LT.00 I READ!5.1)IFILNMIJ)•J*4» 9)
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c
1FI NSND.L£.00 ) GOTO 1060
C
FILNMI11) b CN 
FILNMII2) b CD 
FILNMl13) b CD
C
OPEN
♦ I UNI Tb NSND•NAME=FILNM•ACCESS**DIRECT••ASSOCI AT6VAR IABLE=NVNQ,
♦ RECORDSIZEb NHND*TYPEb 'QLD' »D ISPb * K E E P • )
C
1060 IF( NSED.LE.00 ) GOTO 1070
C
FILNMI11) = CE 
FILNMI12) b CL 
FILNMl13) b CO
C
OPEN
♦ (UNITBNSEOtNAMEBFILNM*A C C E S S b ' DIRECT*.ASSOCIATEVARIABLE=NVED.
♦ RECORDSIZEb NWED.TYPEb 'Ol D'.DISPb 'KEEP')
C
1070 IF{ NSEBD.LE.00 » GOTO 1080
C
FILNMI 11) b CE 
FILNMl12) b CB 
FILNMII3> b CO
C
OPEN
♦ I UNITb NSEBD*NAMEbFILNM.ACCESSs'DIRECT*.ASSCCIATEVAR I ABLEb NVEBD.
♦ RECORDSIZEb NNECD.TYPEb 'UNKNCWN* •DISP^KEEP')
c
1080 IF! NSESV.LE.00 ) GOTO 1090
C
FILNMI111 = CE 
FILNM112) b CS 
F ILNMl13) b CV
C
OPEN
♦ (UNIT=NSESV.NAME=FILNM,ACCESS='DIRECT*,ASSCCIATEVARIABLE=NVESV.
♦ RECORDSIZE=NNESV*TYPEb 'UNKNCMN'.DISPb 'KEEP')
c
1090 REA0I5.*) NXS* NELS* NMR *NMRB.NMLB.KLBOS* KPBOS 
■RITE16«*) • OATA SIZE AND CONTROL PARMS'
■RITE(6,*! N X S *NELS * NWR.NWRB.NMLB.N LBDS * NPBDS
C
NRRB = NMRB/NMR
NRWP = MSZ/N»R
NRBMP b NRWP/NRRB
NRBriP b MINOI NRBWP.NLBDS 1
NRWP b NRRB'NRBWP
NWWP b  NRWP*NWR
c
IF| NSUGS.LE.00 ) GOTO 1100
c
FILNMI11) b CU 
FILNMI12) b CG 
FILNMI13) b  CS
C
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OPEN
♦ CUNIT=NSUGS.NAME*FILNM,ACCESS*‘DIRECT*.ASSCCIATEVARIABLE*NVUGS.
♦ RECORDSIZE*NMLB.TYPE**OLD*(DISPOSE*‘KEEP*I
C
1100 IFC NSFGS.LE.00 1 GOTO 3000
C
FI L N M (11) * CF 
F I L N M (12) * CG 
FI L N M (13) * CS
C
OPEN
♦ f UNIT=NSFGS» NAME*FILNM.ACCESS* *D1RECT*•ASSCCIATEVARIABLE*NVFGS.
♦ RECORDSIZE=NWLB.TYPE*•UNKNOWN*.DISPCSE*•KEEP*)
C
3000 RETURN
C
6000 MRITE(7•• ) •CLOSING DATA SETS*
C
IFC NSED .GT.00 ) CLOSECUNIT*NSEO I 
IFC NSEBD.GT.00 ) CLOSECUNIT=NSEBD)
IFC NSESV•GT *00 ) CLOSECUNIT*NSESVJ 
IFC NSUGS.GT.00 ) CLOSECUNIT=NSUGS)
IFC NSFGS.GT.00 ) CLOSECUNIT=NSFGS)
C
RETURN
C
1 FORMAT C1X.6A1.1215/IX.1515)
2 FORMAT!* SIZE OF WORKING ARRAY INSUFFICENT.MSZ.M3AND.NWRP*.31 5)
3 FORMATCI2X• 1515 )
C
END
C
C TRUNCATING EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM 
C
c
FUNCTION TEXPC T J
C
TEXP «  T
IFC TEXP.LE. 70.0 ) GOTO 010
TEXP * 2.51544E3 0
RETURN
C
010 IFC TEXP.GE.-70.0 1 GOTO 020
TEXP * 0.0
RETURN
C
020 TEXP * EXPC TEXP 1 
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE DUSVX(NX,A,MP.TF.X.F>
c
REAL At 1).X(II.FC1>
LOGICAL*l TF(1)
REAL*8 SD
c
C INITIALIZE A FOR REDUCTION OF F
C
CALL RDWRT <A .NLRA,NHRA,NX,-03)
C
LKZ= HP*NLRA— 0 I
M=MP-01 
C LK=L*M+K-LKZ
C
L=NX
c
1000 LMMx:MAX0(01 *L-M)
IF(LMM.GE.NLRA) GO TO 1010 
CALL RD»RT(A,NLRA,NI-RA.LMM.03) 
LKZ= MP*NLRA-01
C
1010 IF(T F (L )) GO TO 2000 
SD=F(L>
JMN=L*01
C
Ic <JMN.GT.NX) GO TO 1022
C
NL=M*L-LKZ
JMX= M1NO(NX,L+M)
C
DO 1020 J=JMN,JMX 
SD=SD-A(PL+J)*DBLE(X(J))
1020 CONTINUE
C
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1022 JWN * MAX0C01.L-M)
JNX * L— 01
C
IF( JMX.LT.JMN ) GOTO 1030
C
DO 1025 Jb JMN.JMX
IFC .NOT.TFCJ) ) GOTO 1025
SO « SO - ACM*J+L-LKZ)*DBLECXCJ)1
1025 CONTINUE
1030 X C L)=S0
2000 L=L-01
IFIL.GE.01) GO TO 1000
REDUCTION OF F STORED IN X
BECIN BACK SUBSTITUTION AND CALCULATION OF 
UNKNOWN X AND UNKNOWN F
L*01
3000 LMM=MAX0C01»L-M)
IF(L.LE.NHRA) GO TO 3010
CALL RDWRT(A.NLRA(NNRA >LMM.04)
LKZ=MP*NLRA-01
3010 IF CTF(LI) GO TO 3011
SD=DSLE(X (L))/ A (MPWL-LKZ)
GO TO 3012
3011 SD=-DBLECXCL)1♦A(MPWL-LKZ)
3012 JMX=L“01
IFCJMX.LT.LMM) GO  TO 3025
DO 3020 JsLMW.JMX
IF CTF(L)) GO TO 3015
IFCTFCJl) GO TO 3020
3015 SD=SD-ACM*J+L-LKZ)*OBLE(XCJ)1
3020 CONTINUE
3025 IF CTF CL)) GO TO 3030
X(L)>SD 
GO TO 3033
CATCH THE KNOWN X*S IN THE KNOWN EOUAT1CN
3030 JMX = MINOCL+M.NX)
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JMN ■ LtOl
C
IF( JMN.CT.JMX ) SOTO 3032
C
DO 3031 JsJMN.JMX
C
IFt .NOT.TF(J) ) GOTO 3031
C
SO * SD - A{M*L+J—LKZI4DSLE(X(J1 )
C
3031 CONTINUE
C
3032 FtL»*-SD
60 TO 3040
C
3033 IF IJMX.LT.LMM) GO TO 3040
C
00 3038 J=LMM»JMX
IF(.NOT.TF(J 1) GO TO 3038
F(J|*F<J)+A(M*J+L-LKZ)*X<L»
3038 CONTINUE
C
304 0 L=L+01
IF CL.LE.NX) GO TO 3000
C
C X CONTAINS S0LUT1CN. F CONTAINS FORCES
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE DUDCR (NX.A . P P . TF.NRP1
C
RE AL*4A(1)
LOGICAL*1TF(1)
REAL*8 SO.OD
C
OATA EPS/1«E— 10/
C
C SUBSCRIPT L.K = M*L+K=LK2 OR L.L * «P*L-LKZ 
C
M=MP-0t
C
C CHECK TO SEE IF THIS IS A REPAIR CR A NEM MATRIX 
C
IF(NRP.GE.NX1 GO TO 2000
C
C REPAIR. GET NEM OATA.
C
CALL RDWRT(A.NLRNP.NHRWP.NRP.-S)
l k z =m p *n l r m p-oi
c
K=MINC(NRP+M.NX)
c
1000 IFITF(K)) GO TO 1900
C
L=NRP
LMN=MAX9(l.K-MI
C
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1010 lF(L*LTcLMN) CO TO 1900
C
IF(L.LT.NLRWP) CALL RDWRTCA.NLRXP.NHRMP.L.5 I
C
IFJTFCLJI GO TO 1800
C
SO«l(M*LiK-LKZ)
J=K+01
JMX~MIN0(L*M.NX)
c
1020 IF(J.GT.JMX) GO TO 1700
C
IF(TF<J»» GO TO 1600 
SDxSO>DBLE(A(L*M*J-LKZ))*A(K*M*J-LKZJ 
1600 J*J+01
GO TO 1020
C
1700 AC L*M*K**LKZ)=S0
C
1800 L*L-01
GO TO 1010
C
1900 K*K-Ol
IFCK.GT.NRP) GO TO 1000
C
C REDUCTION REPAIR COMPLETE* GO INTO NORMAL REDUCTION 
C
GO TO 2100
C
C GET NEM OATA FOR START OF CHERRY REDUCTION 
C
2000 CALL RDtoRT(AfNLRNP.NHRMP«NXt-2>
LKZ=MP*KLRXP-Ot 
K= NX
C
C START OF RFOUCTION LOOP 
C
2100 CONTINUE 
1FCTFCKI) GO TO 3000 
Lt=K
C
C BRANCH CONTROL FOR L*K
c
ASSIGN 2850 TO LUMP 
ASSIGN 2303 TO JUMP
C
LMN=MAX0(K-M.01>
C
2200 IFCL.LT.LMN1 GU TO 3000
IFCL.GE.NLRXP) GO TO 2202
C
CALL RDXRT(A.NLFYP »NHBWP»L•2>
LKZ=HP*NLR*P— 01
C
2202 lFCTFCL)) GO TO 2900 
SD=ACM*L4K-LKZ)
J=KF01
j m x = m i n o c l +m ,n x »
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c
2300 IF(J.GT.JMX) GO TO 2800 
IFCTFCJ)JGOTO 2305
OOsAC M*L+J-LKZ)
C
GO TO JUMP. (2303.2304)
C
2303 A(M*K*J-LKZ)b DC/A(MP*J-LKZ)
c
2304 S0sSD-DD*A(M*K4J-LKZ)
c
2305 JxJ+01 
GO TO 2300
C
2800 A(M4L+K-LKZ>=SD
C
GOTO L U M P . (2850.2900)
C
2850 ASSIGN 2900 TO L-'«P 
ASSIGN 2304 TO JUMP
C
C DUMP THE DIAG TERM SO THAT USER MONT DESPAIR 
C
MPKLZ = MP*K—CKZ
C
C TEST THE DIAG TERM FERE 
C
IF( ABS( A(MPKLZ) ) .GE. EPS ) GOTO 2900
C
C BAD. SO DOCTOR IT UP AND FORGE AHEAD 
C
MRITE(6.4)'BAD 0 IAG*.K.A (MPKLZ)
A(MPKLZ)=SIGN(EPS.A(MPKLZ))
c
2900 L = L - 0 1
GO TO 2200
C
3000 K= K —01
IF(K.GE.OI) GO TO 2100
C
CALL RDWRT(A.NLRVP.NHRWP.0.2)
C
RETURN
C
C
END
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SL'BPDuT INE AUTDG<NNDS» XN» BN.DN.FN .NOEL .NU.EGT. MXNDS.MXELS)
C ROUTINE FOR GENERATING FEM MESH FOR THE TWO HIM MOI'EL
C OF THE GEN ELEC STRESS CONCENTRATION SPECIMEN
C
C O.B........................ C * B
C . . C.O-C.B IS CENTER LINE Op SPECIMFN
C . I N  II IR OF LOADING
C . . CA-C IS CENTER LINE ACROSS DIR OF LO
C D IS RADIUS OF SEMICIRCLE CUT OUT
C B IS HALF LENGTH OF CONSTANT THICKNE
C . . PART OF SPECIMEN
C . « «
C Oi?.»* . ...
C . LOAD
C . DIRECTION
C . . . . .
C O.O. CA.O....... A.   C.O .
C
C XN = NODE COORDINATES
C DN = NODE DISPLACEMENTS
C FN = NODE APPLIED FORCES
C NU = NODES MAKING UP AN ELEMENT
C EGT = ELEMENT ELASTIC PARAMETER'S
C BN = BOOLIAN VAR TELLING THAT NODE DOF IS TIED OR FREE < T 0* F >
C FLUNSD = FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS FOR SAVING D A T A
C
REAL*4 FCLD(IO).FCSTR<20>.YSTR<20>
REAL* A XN (2. MXNDS ) ? DN (2 • MXNDS) »FN ( 2 » MXNDS > • EGT < 3 • MXELS). • EG ( 3) 
INTEGER *2 NU<3.MXELS>.LDND(10>
REAL*4 SPCM(16.5)
LOGICAL*! BN<2.MXNDS).KNRFND
C
COMMON /SPCMN/ A»B»C.D.RA.RB»PC.EG.FCLD.FCSTR»YSTR 
+ .NA.NB »NC.LDND.NODS.NELS
C
EQUIVALENCE CSPCM<1.1).A)
C
COMMON/FLUNSD/NSND.NSED.NSEBD.NSESV.NSUGS.NSFGS 
+ .NVND.NVED.NVEBD.NVESV.NVUGS.NVFGS
C
DATA 2ER0/0.0/
C
P.EAD < 5. * ) A • NA. RA. B . NB • RB. C. NC. PC»D.EG. PLT 
URITE(6.*)A»NA.RA.B.NB.RB.C.NC.RC.D.EG.PLT
C
B99 = B*.99 
C01 = C*.01
IF(PLT•LE.0.0 > GOTO 990 
CALL PLTSET
CALL PLTSCL < 0. 0»C» 0 .0. B •0.5.0.5.0.5*PLT*C»0.5+PLT*B)
990 CONTINUE 
C EG =ELASTIC MODULUS.MODULUS Or RIGIDITY.THICKNESS
C DEFAULT= 30. .12. . 1.0
1000 IF(EGCl).LE.ZERO) EG<1)=30.
IF(EG(2).LE.ZER0> EG<2>=12.
IF(EG(3).LE.ZER0) EG(3>=1,0 
DO 1100 J=1.2
DO 110C 1-1.MXNDS
DN <J•I)=ZERO 
rN< .'-I )=7ER0 
1100 BN'( J. I > = . FALSE.
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c
C INITIALIZE FOR GE ELEMENT MESH
C GET SPACING PARAMETERS
C
CALL SPCNGCNA.RA.RDA.RZA)
CALL SPCNG(NB.RB.RDB.RZB)
CALL CPCNG(NC.RC.RDC.RZC)
C
NOEL = 00 
NAP = NA + 01 
NBP = NB + 01 
NCP = NC + 01 
FCLBCNBP) =0.0 
FCSTR(NAP) = 0.0 
CA = C-A 
UCA = B-CA 
IHi = B*B-DCA*BCA 
NLH = 00
C ESTABLISH FIPST ROU PARAMETERS
11 = 01
12 = NAP
BO 1500 1=11*12
1500 BN(2* I) = .TRUE.
TBR = A 
RZ = CA 
CAC = 1.0 
SAC = 0.0
ASSIGN 2090 TO IFRST 
ASSIGN 2200 TO IBBR 
ASSIGN 3100 TO KICK 
2000 R = RZ
BR = TBRtRZA
C THIS LOOP GENERATES A RADIAL ROU OF NODES
IF( 12.GT.MXNDS ) 12 = MXNDS
BO 2100 1=11.12
XN(l.I) = R * C A C
XN(2 * I) = R*SAC
R = R + BR
GOTO IFRST. (2090.2100)
2090 FCSTR(I> = BR
2100 DR = RDAtDR
IF( PLT.LE.00.0 ) GOTO 2110
C
WRITE(6.1)(I.XN(l.I).XN(2.I).1=11.12)
1 FORHAT( 5< 14. IP E11.3.E10.3 ) )
C
2110 GOTO IBBR. (2200.2300)
2200 BN(1.12 > = .TRUE.
C
C BRANCH TO ASSIGNED LABEL OF KICK
C
2300 GOTO KICK. (3100.3200.3700)
C
3100 ASSIGN 3200 TO KICK
C
C KICK IS 3100 ONLY ONCE
C
ASSIGN 2100 TO IFRST
ASSIGN 3150 TO KKBK 
ASSIGN 3500 TO JUMP
C
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r> 
n 
n
199
cc = c
DC = C*R7C 
BB - B*RZB 
BB = DB
C
3150 J1 = II 
J2 = 12
11 = 12 + 01
12 = II + NA
RBC = SORT<BB*BB+CC*CC>
SAC = BB/RBC
CAC = CC/RBC
RZ = -BCA#CAC
RZ = RZ+SQRT(RZ4RZ+PB)
TDR = RBC-RZ 
C NOW GENERATE THE RADIAL ROU
C
GOTO 2000
C
C RETURN BY KICK BEING 3200
3200 GOTO JUMP * (3500*3600*3610)
C
3500 BB = DBIRDB 
BB = BB + DB
C
IF( BB.LT.B99 ) GOTO 4100
C
BB = B
ASSIGN 3600 TO JUMP 
GOTO 4100
C
3600 ASSIGN 2300 TO IBBR 
ASSIGN 3610 TO JUMP
C
3610 NLD = NLD + 01 
LDND(NLP) =12
C
IF( CC.LE.C01 ) GOTO 3700
C
FCLD(NLD) = DC 
CC = CC-DC 
DC = BCftRDC
GOTO 4100
C
3700 ASSIGN 4150 TO KKBK
C
4100 CALL RUELGN(NOEL*NU* EGT*EG*MXELS*I1»I2*J1»J2*XN*F’LT)
C
GOTO KKBKf (3150*4150)
C
4150 NNDS = 12
CALCULATE LOADING FACTORS
C5 = 0.5/C 
DCM = FCLD(1>
FCLD(l) = DCM#C5 
C
DO *160 1=2.NCR
C
DC = FCLD(I)
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FCLDCI) = <DCM+DC>*C5 
DCM = PC
CONTINUE
CALCULATE THE FACTORS FOR THE MIDLINE STRESS HERE
C5 = 0.5fEG(3'
DAM = FCSTR(l)
YSTR(l) « XN<1.1)40.25*DAM - C 
FCSTR <1) = DAH*C5
DO 4170 1=2 * NA
DA = FCSTR <I)
FCSTR(I> = ( DA+DAM >*C5 
YSTR(I) = XN(1>I) - C 
DAM = DA
CONTINUE
FCSTR<NAP) = DA*C5 
YSTR(NAP) = -DA*0.25
NODS = NNDS 
NELS = NOEL
URITE THE NODE DATA TO NSND.
IF< NSND.LE.00 ) RETURN
DO 4200 1=1.NNDS
URITE(NSND,I)<XN(J.I)»PN(J*I)»FN(J.I)»J=1*2)*<BN(J»I)»J=1»2) 
URITE INTO THE BACK END OF NSND THE DATA OF COMMON/SPCMN/.
DO 4300 1=1.5
NRC = I+NNDS
URITE(NSND'NRC ><SPCM<J.I> ?J=1»16)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SPCNG< N.RX.RS.RMT )
THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES THE TERM TO TERM RATIO FOR A 
GEOMETRIC SERIES TO GIVE A NUMBER OF STEPS UITH A FIRST TO 
LAST RATIO GIVEN. IT ALSO DETERMINES THE INITIAL STEP SIZE 
TO GET THE SEQUENCE STARTED SO THAT IT ENDS UP UITH A GIVEN SPAN 
N = NUMBER OF STEPS IN THE SEQUENCE 
RX = LAST/FIRST
RS = STEP TO STEP RATIO. STEP<1+1>=STEP<I>*RS
RMT = RATIO OF FIRST STEP TO SUM OF STEPS. STEP(1)=RMT*SUM
NOU DOWN TO BUSINESS
IF( N.LE.01 > GOTO 2000
RS = RX**<1.0/(N-01>>
RMT = 0.0 
R = 1.0
DO 1000 1=1.N
RMT * RMT + R 
R * R*RS 
RMT = 1.0/RMT
THAT* ALL FOLK* 
ftETUfttt
•PCCIAL c m  ft ■ 1.0 
•NT ■ |.«
•CTUftft
CND
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